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SYNOPSIS 

There is currently an increase in the usage of composite materials both in civilian and 

military aircraft because of their mechanical resistance, high toughness, reduced weight 

and immunity to corrosion. Any damage in the fibers of these composites requires an 

evaluation in order to ensure the integrity of aircraft structures. Composite materials are 

subject to various degrees of damage during their service life and therefore maintenance 

of these light-weight structures is a new challenge for non-destructive testing (NDT) 

which requires techniques that respond with a high probability of detection of defects on 

such high-specific strength materials. 

In this thesis, Digital shearography and Infrared Thermography (IRT) techniques are 

employed to test aircraft composite materials. Background information on the techniques 

has been presented and the literature survey has confirmed the use of these techniques on 

aircraft structures. Much of the inspection work reviewed in the literature has focused on 

qualitative evaluation of the defects rather than quantitative. There is however, need to 

quantify the defects if the threshold rejection criterion of whether the component 

inspected is fit for service has to be established. In this thesis, therefore, quantitative 

analysis of the defects on helicopter main rotor blades and Unmanned Aerospace Vehicle 

(UAV) composite material is presented. The fringe patterns exhibited by Digital 

shearography were used to quantify the defects by relating the number of fringes created 

to the depth of the defect or flaw. Qualitative evaluation of defects with IRT was 

achieved through a hot spot temperature indication above the flaw on the surface of the 

material. In this part of the present work, however, the shearographic technique proved to 

be more sensitive than the IRT technique. 

It should be mentioned that there is "no set standard procedure" tailored for testing of 

composites. Each composite material tested is more likely to respond differently to defect 

detection and this depends generally on the component geometry and a suitable selection 

of the loading system to suit a particular test. The experimental work that has been 

covered in this thesis can however, be used as a basis for designing a testing procedure 

for a particular composite material component or structure. 
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NOTATION 

Thennal diffusivity 

Thennal conductivity 

Density 

Specific heat capacity 

Temperature 

Time (seconds) 

Magnitude of the shear 

Function of object beam 

Source points of light waves 

Phase difference between the light waves 

Rate of surface displacement 

Defonnation in x-axis 

Defonnation in y-axis 

Wavelength for laser light 

Number of fringes 

Measured intensity of the interferogram 

Background intensity 

Modulation intensity 

Phase difference between the object and reference beam 
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~b(X,y) 

~a(X,y) 

Arp (x, y) 

Phase before deformation 

Phase after deformation 

Phase difference between the phases of the interfering speckle 

patterns 

Intensity distribution before loading 

Intensity distribution after loading 
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CCD 

PT 

CFRP 

IRT 

NDE 

NDT 

DSSI 

PZT 

PC 

UAV 

IFWIT 

MIA 

BVID 

ACRONYM 

Charge -Coupled Devices 

Pulsed Thermography 

Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastic 

Infrared Thermography 

Non destructive Evaluation 

Non destructive testing 

Digital Shearography Speckle Interferometry 

Piezoelectric Transducer 

Personal Computer. 

Unmanned Aerospace Vehicle 

Instrumented falling weight impact testing 

Mechanical Impedance Analysis 

Barely Visible Impact Damage 
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CHAPTERl 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Overview of Nondestructive testing techniques 

"Nondestructive testing (NDT) is a very broad, interdisciplinary field that plays a critical 

role in assuring that structural components and systems perform their function in a 

reliable and cost effective fashion." [1] It involves all aspects of uniformity, quality and 

serviceability of materials and structures. Essentially, NDT refers to all the methods 

which allow testing or inspection of a system without impairing its future usefulness even 

without taking it out of service. "NDT engineers and technicians define and apply tests 

that locate and describe material conditions and flaws that might otherwise cause 

airplanes to crash, reactors to fail, trains to derail, pipelines to burst, and a range of less 

visible, but equally troubling events" [1] 

In general, the use ofNDT will fall into one of the following categories: determination of 

material properties; detection, characterization, location and sizing of discontinuities or 

defects; determining quality of manufacture or fabrication of a component or structure; 

and checking for deterioration after a period of service for a component or structure [2]. 

"Because it permits inspection without interfering with a product's final use, NDT 

provides a tremendous balance between quality control and cost- effectiveness" [1]. 

Technology that is used in NDT in some instances is similar to those used in the medical 

industry; yet, obviously on inanimate objects. Some of the benefits derived from NDT are 

increased productivity, improved serviceability and safety 

1.2 Background 

Non-destructive testing and evaluation (NDT &E) techniques are widely used in the 

manufacturing, power, petrochemical and Aircraft industries, both as tool to certify the 
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integrity of manufactured components and for routine maintenance inspections. For 

example in aircraft maintenance programs, it is necessary to check the mechanical 

damage and evaluate the scope of the repair work. However, in scheduled maintenance it 

is not easy to find the defects quickly, as the maintenance of aircraft must be completed 

within scheduled time normally aimed at returning the aircraft very quickly back to 

operation. 

Khan, A.U [3] reveals that, during aircraft maintenance, NDT is the most economical 

way of performing inspection and perhaps the only way of discovering defects. It can 

simply be said that NDT can detect cracks or any other abnormalities in the airframe 

structure and engine components which apparently are not visible to the naked eye. Khan 

further highlights the fact that "Structures and assemblies of aircraft are made from 

various materials, such as aluminum alloy, steel, titanium and composite materials. To 

dismantle the aircraft in pieces and then examine each component would take a long 

time, so the NDTmethod and equipment selection must be fast and effective". 

There are many NDT methods available and in order to maintain the aircraft defects free 

and ensure a high degree of reliability, as part of the inspection program, many of the 

following methods may be applied: liquid penetrant, magnetic particle, eddy current, 

ultrasonic, radiography, infrared thermography, visual and optical interference inspection 

techniques only to mention but a few. This work focuses on the capabilities of selected 

inspection techniques in the detection of flaws or defects on some aircraft components. 

There are different materials used on the aircraft such as metals, composites adhesively 

bonded and including welded regions, and hence no single NDT is capable of inspecting 

the aircraft as a whole. Many other complementary NDT techniques are to be used in a 

particular routine inspection [4]. The task therefore of this work is to identify and 

evaluate new and advanced NDT techniques whose capabilities are to meet the most 

recent range of inspection problem areas which has arisen as a result of the increasing 

usage of relatively newly developed composite material. For instance, "the Airbus A380 

has led the way with about 25 percent of aircraft using composite material, and the 

Boeing 787 will be having up to 50 percent composites, including the entire fuselage" 
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[5]. hom his study, Nyman, T [61 observed that: "a modern combat aircr3il today 

contains high percentages of advanced composite malerbl in Ilight critical prim3!)' 

structures such as those found in B-2 Stealth bomber. the F-22 advanced tactical fighter. 

the F-II7 A Stealth fighter. and the V -22 tilt-rotor'" In addition lh~ author noted that. the 

new Swedish fighter JAS39 Gripen. for example. uses about 20'% by weight. carbon 

tlbcr!cpoxy composite laminates in the primary structure and the weight distribution is 

illustrated in Figure 1.1 below. Maintenance of these Ii gilt -" eight structures thcl"I'fore is a 

new challenge for NOT which requires I11<'thods that respond with a high probability of 

detection (1'00) to such high-specific strength materials and tileir def~...,ts. 

• C"'"""').Fbe< C~lt. (CFRP) 

• GIo .. ·Fber c"""",,"1e (GfRP) 'ltrnolll fin 

• Momd-F"-"'< C"'''p'''ie (AFflP) 

~l~u~ 1.1: The ellen! of <on,,,,,,ite motorial. io JASJ9 C"; P'" 1(' 1 

Some conventional NDT methods such as x-ray inspection or ultrasound which wcrc 

designcd lor the needs of metal structures cannot meet the challenges which composite 

materials can offer. Some def~...,ts are due to errors inherent in the manulucturing process; 

others are due to in-use damage. Therefore one needs robu~t methods which I"I'spond and 
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provide consistent results in an industrial environment within short time. This suggests 

that contacting point-by-point methods are too time-consuming for most large-scale 

inspections. 

In this work, Infrared Thermography and Digital Shearography techniques were used in 

the testing of some aircraft composite component structures and an overview of these 

techniques are presented in sections, 1.3 and 1.4, respectively. Chapter 2 deals with 

background theories of the techniques in detail as well as previous detection work done 

using the same techniques. 

1.3 Infrared Thermography 

Infrared thermography (IRT) is a nondestructive evaluation (NDE) method used for the 

localization and characterization of thermally resistive defects. The method is based on 

the principle that heat flow in a material is altered by the presence of some types of 

anomalies [3]. These changes in heat flow cause localized temperature differences or 

thermal patterns in the material. The heating of the material can be done with quartz 

lamps or hot air from a dryer. Active heating (with lamps or forced air) of the material 

under investigation can also be used to expose severe subsurface defects and the surface 

temperature can be viewed accordingly. For many applications however, "flash lamps 

provide the fastest most compact way to heat the surface uniformly, although alternative 

sources may be used for particular applications." [7] 

IRT is a non contact, non-intrusive optical technique which makes it possible for us to see 

thermal energy. The technique uses an Infrared camera which transforms the energy 

radiated from objects in the infrared band of the electromagnetic spectrum into an 

electronic video signal and eventually into a detectable image; and each energy level may 

be characterized by a colour, or a grey level [8]. In other words, images on the video or 

film record the temperature variations of the surface ranging from white for warm regions 

to black for cooler areas with black and white cameras. Color cameras produce the image 

in reds and blues. The resulting images help determine whether differences in 
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temperatures are present. The telmS 'infrared' and 'thermal" are used interchangeably in 

50me context. Thelmal refers to the physical phenomenon of heat. and thi5 involves tile 

movement of molecules. Infrared (belo" the colour red) de5ignate radiation bch~een the 

visible and microwave region5 of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

IRT basically includes a camera, equipped with a series of changeable optics. and a 

~"rllputcr. Figure 1.212 J. shows a typical setup of an I RT system. 

y 1 

x 

PC 

Hg"'" I .2: IM' ... ~ I ho""'u~'"P~)" to,tiog ,dll P 

The core of the camera is the inllllred dc!CClOr. which absorbs !he infrared energy emitted 

by the object (whose surface temperature is to be measured) and converts it into ekctri~al 

voltage or ~urrent. 

Wong, B.S., ,,' ul19J tcstit1cd that IRT is one of the many other NOT techniques .... hich 

can he used for the detection of flaws in aircraft material.> such a' composite5. The 

authors furth~r pointed out thatlRT ~an be pot~ntially useful in the aerospac~ industry, 

because it is fa,t. real lime and is able to inspect a relatively large area in one inspection 

procedure. 
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Uryzagoridis and I'indeis rl01 have affirmed that, TRT systems have beL"!! used I,n the 

detection of impact damage in aerospace stIlLctlLres made liom hon~ycomb and 

composites and that these systems, operat~ in r~al tim~ producing picture, known as 

thermograms through optics that are sensitive to infrared radiation. Khan, AT [3] equally 

obsen ed that "infrared th~rmography has been chosen for quick operational use and 

reliable in detecting 'liqlLid contamination' in the composite sandwich as compared to x

ray method", The method i, also capable of (kt~cling thermal overlwating in dectrical 

and hydraulic systems. 

TIlere are speciftc areas which can be insp~cwd on mrcraft Slructures using JRT and these 

incllLde: cOrrrp!lsite laminate palts for delamination, debonding or damag~ due 10 fordgn 

objects, composite ,andwich parts for debonding and liqlLid contamination, metallic 

bonded parh-for debonding of corrosion. Proof of the location oj" problems can b~ 

visualized in the ddailed report through photos, Figure 1.3, she ..... s two thenna! wave 

image, of a composite spoiler structure of an aircrail. whos~ Nomex honeycomb had 

exten,]vc fluid intrusion [II], The Iluid "hows a, dark regions, because of its heat

sinkinu influence at the skin, The image in Figure!.3 (a) wa, taken from above and 

shows wicking of the fluid up to the skin, 'When the spoiler was tumed over and imag~d 

from below, the tluid collected at the skin, and this "repr~sented in I'igure t.3 (b) 

~) 

figur< 1.3, Th<r",at wa .. inla~ .. witb .~ton';'" fluid intl-u.iun 
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Fluidlwuter ingress ean also be detected when it takes place in aluminum honeycomb 

compositc structure. such as is used in thc construction of the 1'·15 aireraft ruddcr. Figure 

1.4. shows this type of dcfcct 

r-=======-

Figu ... lA: Fluid ingr ... in F·15 rudd~r dote<;tod by IRT fi t I 

In Figurc 1.4. the uppcr lcft region (dark grcy) conLain~ hydraulic fluid In thc cell. 

whcreas Ihc lowcr right (black) colltaim wutcr. The three squ~rc~ Wel"\: placed on the 

image by thc thcnnal wa\·c imaging software. mtd indicate regions tor which 

temperaturc-time curvcs can be plottcd. 

1.4 Digit~J Shc~rogr~phy 

Digital Shcarogl1Iphy is an emerging K"Chnique very well su ited for the inspecLion of 

componellts ill lhe ~ero'puce illdUSlry. It i~ u laser hused speckle interlerometric oplicul 

lechnique, originally developed for strain measurement. The technique is highly sensitive 

w surfacc displacement gradients. resultillg from subsurface fbws associak"d with 

intemul de-bonds. dclmnin~lion~ ~Ild crJcb [12J. It u'e~ a ~p~"Ciul shc~ring device ilJld 

hence it measures a gmdient of displaccment.. and not thc displacement itself 

Shcarography delects both ~urf~ce und hidden deICe\> by ~ellslng ubllormul str~ill~ 

illduced by urc~s of "eukness in the structure "ilhoul physically contacting the lest 

surlace. It allm,s full·field mcasurement of strains for mpid inspection of composites. 

bonded structures and other advanced mmerials 1 J 31. Strains arc lunctions of 
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displacement gradients; thus, shearography yields strain information directly. Because 

defects in objects usually induce strain concentration, it is easier to reveal defects with 

strain anomalies than with displacement anomalies. Moreover, a rigid-body motion does 

not produce strain; thus shearography is insensitive to such motion. This is an important 

advantage of shearography, which signify the usefulness of shearography in typical 

industry operation. 

Although Digital Shearography has several advantages, its successful application for 

NDT in industries still depends on depth and type of defects, the type of materials, the 

shearing amount and direction, the manner of load and laser illumination, and so on. 

1.4.1 Instrumentation 

Digital Shearography consists of three parts: a digital camera, a shearing unit and a laser 

device for illumination. The object to be evaluated is illuminated by the laser, and imaged 

by a video Charge-Coupled-Device (CCD) camera consisting ofimaging shearing device. 

The shearing device splits one object point into two in the image plane. Consequently, a 

pair of laterally-sheared image is received by the image sensor, and thus the technique is 

named as shearogarphy [14]. The shearing unit is a key component of shearography. 

Basically, any device which is able to bring light scattered from two points on object 

surface through the lens of digital camera at one point of the image plane can be used as a 

shearing device. 

Different researchers have used different shearing devices such as optical glass wedge, a 

bi-angle prism, a doubly-refractive prism, a modified Michelson Interferometer and so 

on[12,14]. In digital shearography, the phase-shifting technique (discussed later) is 

applied. Hence, one important issue to select a shearing device is whether a phase

shifting can easily be introduced in the shearing device. Among the shearing devices 

which have been used, the modified Michelson Interferometer is the best method which 

can easily change the shearing amount and the direction by changing the tilting angle and 
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direction from one of two mirrors and also can easily introduce a phase-shift by moving 

the other mirror. A simplified setup of digital shearography is shown in Figure 1.5[15]. 

Camera 

Computer 
+ 

Digitiser 

Video 
Monitor 

Laser 

Partial 
Mirror 

Figure 1.S: Simplified setup of digital sbearograpby [IS] 

Theoretically, the 90, 180, and 270-degree phase shifts can be obtained by moving the 

mirror through small displacements A 18, A 14, and 3A 18, respectively. However, a 

control for the accurate movements is difficult practically. Therefore a calibration method 

of phase shift is required. 

1.4.2 Methods of stressing the object 

The identification of flaws in materials is critical and unless a proper loading system is 

used, the whole inspection process is bound to be unsatisfactory. Therefore it is important 

to choose a loading method which will facilitate the manifestation of flaws as localized 

surface deformations which would otherwise not be present in the structure in the 

absence of flaws. Sridhar krishnaswamy [16] describes the three most common methods 

of loading the test structure as: acoustic loading where the structure is made to vibrate at 
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various frequencies; pressure loading where the structure is defonned by application of 

external pressure (or evacuation); and thennalloading where the structure is heated. The 

author further describes these methods as follows: 

Acoustic loading 

This loading is useful for the detection of subsurface disbonds and delaminations in the 

structure. The excitation of the structure is achieved by using electromechanical 

appliances such as piezoelectric transducers or indeed speakers. Single frequency, swept 

frequency, or broadband excitation can be used to stimulate resonances in the test 

structure. For modal analysis, the resonant response itself is of inherent interest. For the 

detection of flaws in adhesively-bonded structures which have debonded regions, these 

regions can be expected to reveal different resonant modes than the adjacent well-bonded 

structure. 

With vibration excitation, an area which is perfectly bonded for example appears as dark, 

and if there is any departure from "perfect darkness" then it means there is a weak bond 

which in this case will manifest itself as a bright region (unbonded area). Figure 1.6 and 

Figure 1.7, are typical examples of fringe patterns of debonds at 3, 6, 9 and 12 mm 

respectively [13]. It should be noted that the one closest to the surface has the highest 

fringe density and vice versa. 

10 
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!,IJUf . 1.&: Frlll~' palr.m, Cor d.h ,nd, I~r ~ "'''' .nd 6 mm [I 1 [ 
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Pressure loading 

Pressure loading is in essence a slow mechanical loading method that has proven useful 

in the testing of pressure vessels, tyres, and honeycomb structures. The loading system 

has also been useful in the testing of composite laminates especially for debonds that are 

deep inside the structure. Pressure loading operates by acquiring one image of the test 

object when it is under normal operating pressure, and then to evacuate or pressurize the 

structure in order to induce a mechanical deformation of the test object. This mode of 

loading is suitable for objects that are naturally pressurizable such as tyres and pressure 

vessels. However, structures which are not usually subject to pressure loading during 

their operation cycle need to be enclosed in a pressure chamber either wholly or in part. 

Delaminations in composite material such as a honeycomb panel of a helicopter can be 

detected by shearography and since the skin of the panel is graphite epoxy, the means of 

stressing is partial vacuum. 

Thermal loading 

Thermal loading is a simple non-contact method that is useful particularly for materials 

that have low thermal diffusivity, such as polymer based composites. The structure under 

investigation is heated up and the resulting deformation in the structure is observed 

during the heating up and cooling down process. Usually, flash lamps or lasers are used 

to heat the structure. The technique is useful for the detection of delaminations. Again a 

continuous sequence of deformed states is available for optical comparison when an 

object is subject to thermal stressing. 

1.5 Research Objectives 

• To assess suitability of each inspection technique when testing or inspecting 

various aircraft components. 

• To assess if any of these techniques are vulnerable to environmental conditions. 

• To assess the quality of defects' detection. 

12 
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1.6 Procedure used to gather Information 

The infonnation on which this thesis is based was gathered by means of: 

• Books 

• Articles 

• Journals 

• Internet searches 

• Meetings with my supervisor 

1.7 Road map 

This thesis is organized into six main chapters and one appendix. Chapter 1 began with 

an introduction ofNDT in general, and an overview ofNDT techniques to be used in the 

testing of some aircraft composite component structures. 

Chapter two establishes the literature survey of the inspection techniques and the defect 

detection work done by other researchers. Infrared thennography lays the emphasis on 

reliable detection and interpretation of thermal signatures of the defects. Digital 

Shearography is discussed with regard to displacement gradient measurement and fringe 

pattern fonnation and interpretation. 

Chapter three is a link between chapter two and chapter four. Impact behavior of 

composite materials in aircraft is discussed in this chapter. 

Chapter four explains the experimental procedure for the inspection of defects. 

Chapter five lays out the results of the experimental investigation, and finally the thesis is 

concluded. 

13 
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CHAPTER 2 

2. Literature Review 

This section focuses on the application of IRT and Digital Shearographic techniques in 

relation to composite materials in some aircraft component structures. Pulse 

Thermography (PT) will be discussed as one of the IRT systems used on aircraft 

composites. Other research work done by the users of the same techniques is also 

evaluated. 

2.1 Pulse Thermography 

PT is a thermal stimulation technique where the surface under investigation is pulse 

heated using one or more pulse heating sources such as xenon flash tubes, scanning 

lasers, or hot air jet. The duration of heating depends on the material being investigated. 

Composites are low conductive materials, and hence require only a few seconds of 

heating. Metals on the other hand are high conductive materials and hence require a few 

milliseconds of heating. The resulting thermal transient at the surface is then observed 

using a thermal camera [17]. 

. 2.1.1 Analysis with PT 

Two modes of heat transmission can be used to analyze the temperature patterns in PT, 

and these are: transmission and reflection modes respectively. In the transmission mode, 

the infrared camera views the rear face of object i.e. opposite to the heating or cooling 

source. In real applications, however, the opposite side is often not accessible and so the 

reflection mode must be applied with both the infrared camera and stimulating source on 

the same side [8]. 
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In hi, study, Clemente, C.I[ 18 J observed that, "reflection is used when inspecting de fedS 

closer to the heated suriacc, whilst transmission is preferred for dct~~ling defects doser 

to the non-heated surfoce (Le. deeper defects)". The author further noloo that generally. 

resolution is highcr in reflection and it was easier to set up given that bolh sides of thc 

specimen do not need to be available. Other observatioos made are that.. as much as 

deeper defects could be deteL1ed in transmission, dcpth information is lost because 

themlal waves will travel the sume distance rcgardless oI"lhe reduction in strength due to 

lhe presenee of a defect or not, and this implicd that depth quantification is not possible 

in transmissionLl8, 19]. 

figure 2, I shows a typieal expcrimentul wnfiguration in activc thermography III 

rcflcction and transmission. 

Proc.,.,ro l{ C"""". 

~. <~Iq 
,-'--

-
I"il:~~ 2.t, C,,"figu1'atio~ io adi •• Ihl"'mo~"~pby i. rdJ«lioll and Ican,mi .. <ion (t) H.al ,ou,'a, (2) 

,po.io,oo, (3) IR ""Ole,.", and (4) PC r",· dal~ display, ,..,<onlln~ aIId p"~ing 118[ 

In PT, the qualitative thennal images ean be tl1ln.siated into quanlitative results by 

analYLing the time and spatial depcndency orthc surface temperature. Thus. infommtion 

mneerning the size of a detccted dcfect can be achieved. However. PT is an inherently 

near surface techniquc whose eiTectivcncss dccreases with defect dcpth and it is also 

dependent on thc thermal properties of the invcstigatcd matcriill r201. 
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2.1.2 Some applications of PT 

Common applications of active PT scheme are in quantitative subsurface defect 

assessment (cracks, delaminations, impact damages, disbondings, moisture), 

thennophysical property evaluation; in aU kinds of industries (aerospace, metal, buildings 

etc). In aerospace industry, PT is a widely used approach for investigating aircraft 

materials and structures [17]. It is a rapid, large area technique with the additional 

advantages of being single-sided and non-contact. These attributes make this technique 

particularly suitable for surveying impact damage either on carbon fiber-reinforced 

plastics (CFRP) single panels or on sandwich structures. 

Takeda, S., [21] conducted durability tests of a composite wing structure of an aircraft in 

order to verify its health monitoring capabilities for long-tenn use. The durability tests 

included drop-weight impact tests and two periodic fatigue tests based on the design 

service life of the aircraft. Barely Visible Impact Damage(BVID) was also introduced in 

the wing structure .The damage evolutions in the test panel were evaluated by using 

Pulsed Thermography, Acoustic Emission (AE), and ultrasonic C-scan NDT techniques. 

A commercial PT system (Echo Thenn, Thennal imaging) was used every 1110 of the 

design life during the fatigue tests for the evaluation of the increased impact damaged 

areas, and high-power xenon flash lamps of 4800J were used in this case. The authors 

concluded that all the techniques were able to detect the fatigue and BVID. Pulsed 

Thennography, however, only took 20 seconds from the flash of the lamps to the end of 

the data collection period. Figure 2.2, shows the photographs of the BVID after the 

fatigue tests. 

16 
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• 

JIlII"'~IA 

" 

[figure 2.2: Pbologmphy or 8Vrv after ratigue 1",,1> Pi] 

Avdelidis und Almond [221 did a sludy (0 establish the ability of Pulsed Thermography to 

loc31e unchoring points beneath the outer skin of aircraft structures, (0 faci li tute 

aulom3ted drilling and fixing during the assembly opcmtion. Typical tcst structures, 

comprising of 1.6 mm thick uluminium skin.~ and bolh 2 mm and 4 mm thick CFRP 

composite skins over bOlh aluminium and composite struts respe.;tivcly were used in the 

experiment. The ability of the techlJique to dctoct subsurface fixing and to offer 

information about its location was invesliguted. The aUlhors concluded (hallhe technique 

d~m()nS[ruleJ (0 work "ell lilr CFRP and aluminium alloy skins, and thm, the results 

indicated that PT can be used cffedively for the detection of subsurface features located 

beneath composite and aluminium alloy skin~. It wus further observed thut, the technique 

showed great potential a:; far as locming th~ centre ora fixing accurutcly. 
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Xiaoyan, Favro and Thomas [23] presemed examples of disbonds, dclaminolioos and 

corrosion inspections in metal aircraft and composite structures rcspo:ctivcly. using 

thennal (IR) imaging technique. The metal structure which was inspected for the 

pre~n~e of disbonds. in a 13 747 aircraft was an intemul doubler. Compo~itc ~tructurc~ 

in~pcction~ included slllllld-dcadening structures used in engine cowlings for commercial 

uircrofb uml composite sJXlilcr structure. whosc core is aluminum honeycomb. figure 

2.3. shows u photogrdph or th~ pul~e e~ho thermal wave imaging system in operation to 

inspcrt 0 13747 oircraf\ lor the pre~en~e of disbrondcd internal doubler structure. The 

inspection can be confimled by the uuthor~ operatillg the system from an extendable lin 

platform. from which they WCI>' using the hand- held lhermal imager . 

• '·ig .... 2.3: T n.pedion ofth. B747 inl<r"~1 ~o. I'lc .. 101' the 1"""'''<0 or di,bond. 1231 

In addition, the outhors uloo pl>'Mmted in~pocled composite structures on C-l30, C-141, 

and 1"-15 uircl'llft~ by Uniled States Air Force (USAI') persOllnel. Figure 2A, ~how~ an 

imogc oran F-15 lest specimen. depicting u I>'gion ol'machined core. 
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Missing wa lls 

The technique showed the capability tu image aluminium honeycomb structures beneath 

Ihe tive plics of boron-fiber-rcinforced cumpllsite sk in in a region. Figure 2.4 also shows 

a machined core defcct (simulated skin-to-cvre disbond), which is obvioll'> from Ihe 

missing walls of the aluminum honcycomb (dark) in tbat regiun "flhe image. 

Capriutti , el at [24] did a comparativc cvaluation of different NOT t~chniques j()/" the 

investigation of dcfects caused by low-energy impac(~ on spocimens made ofCFRP. The 

same techniqucs wcre also used on the inspection ohtructuros of military ain:ral'l soeh as 

the main landing gcar (MLG) secundary Joor, in uruer 10 evaluate Ih<l capability to 

di~cov~ damages that could happen during thc in-scrvice life of too aircml'l. Th<l NOT 

methods which wcre used, include, Ultrasonic, X-Ruy Radiugruphy, Visual Inspedion, 

IR Thermography and MechunicuJ Impedance Analysis (MIA), During the JRT testing, a 

surfuee ufabout 400 cnlof the main landing gear door (MLG) was heated hy t1ush tubes 

for 10 ms dllration and toc cooling process wus observcd fur 65 seconds by an infrared 

camera. fhe autburs concJud~d that, all the methodologics used were able to detect the 

damages inside (he part. The IT results. showed the capability uf finding the d.lfects with 

a qualitative indication about tbeir depths. lbe sunlC indicaliuns were i"ound b)' using 

Ultrasonic method as well. It wus observed, howe~er, thaI. the MIA, if applied only on a 

single surface. was not able tu find all the defects inside the pilrt. 
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2.1.3 Heat diffusion model in a material 

In order to understand the heat distribution through a material with a subsurface defect 

and the resultant temperature evolution, a Fourier diffusion equation is presented as: 

V2T-~ aT =0 
a at Eq (2.1) 

Where a is the thermal diffusivity (m2s-1
), which is equal to kj pC with k the thermal 

conductivity (Wm-1K"1), p the density (kgm-3) and Cthe specific heat capacity (Jkg-1K"1) 

of the material, T is the temperature and t is the time. For uniform heating and in the 

case of a homogeneous material, the surface temperature distribution would be uniform. 

The distribution of heat, however, is not uniform in the presence of a defect and this 

results in a localized temperature difference [8], [25]. 

2.1.4 Defect detection 

The sensitivity of thermographic inspection has its limitations when it comes to type and 

size of a defect to be inspected. Because different materials possess different values of 

thermal conductivity, regions such as disbonds or air inclusions tend to build up heat, 

thus indicating the location and size of the flaw. The thermal pattern within the composite 

material for example is altered once a disbond, delamination or other anomaly has been 

introduced in it [26]. 

Figure 2.5 shows a comparison between thermal patterns in steel and composite 

materials. If equal magnitude and duration of the heat imposed onto both samples were 

assumed, the composite sample will conduct heat at a slower rate, i.e. thermal energy 

does not spread as rapidly throughout the part as it would in the case of a steel sample of 

comparable dimensions. Also, as may be seen, heat propagation will occur more rapidly 

along the fiber direction. 
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111_ ._ .... Fron. 

Figure 2.5: Thermal conduction in (a) steel and (b) composite samples [26] 

The significantly higher conductivity of carbon facilitates quick and more heat 

propagation compared to the transverse direction. Non uniform heating is also an 

important parameter worth considering. This is discussed briefly in the next section. 

2.1.5 Non-uniform surface heating 

It is natural to experience variations in the surface temperatures during the heating up of a 

material particularly for a non perfect flat surface in active thermography. However, there 

are still several factors to take into consideration during the inspection of any material, 

and a flat surface material is no exception. Therefore issues such as the position of the 

heating source, serviceability of the equipment in use, external heating or cooling 

sources, and irregularities in optical properties of the surface being inspected, will 

stimulate non-uniformities[18J. Primarily, defect detection principle is based on 

temperature differences; it therefore implies that the presence of non-uniform heating 

may create uncertainty in the results especially for defect quantification. The temperature 

should thus be the same at the first instance for an evenly heated object. 
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2.1.6 Summary of IRT techniques 

IRT is an NDT&E technique used for localizing and characterizing defects that are 

thermally resistive. It is based on the principle that heat flow in a material is changed by 

the existence of some types of abnormalities [3]. For many applications flash lamps are 

used to heat the surface of the material uniformly and these have been considered to 

provide the fastest most compact way of heating, although other sources may be used for 

particular applications [7]. 

IRT uses an Infrared camera which converts the energy radiated from objects in the 

infrared band of the electromagnetic spectrum into an electronic video signal and finaUy 

into a detectable image [8]. Color cameras produce the images in reds and blues. The 

resulting images assists in establishing whether a disparity in temperature exists. 

Non-uniformities of heating, emissivity variations, and surface geometry can have a 

large impact on thermal data. 

The key, to using an IRT system is to combine skiUed operation of the imaging system 

with a good understanding of how Infrared radiation interacts with the object(s) being 

imaged. In view of this, the principles of Infrared radiation are vital to the understanding 

of the subject. 

2.2 Principles of Digital Shearography 

2.2.1 Background theory 

Digital Shearography, also referred to as Digital Speckle pattern Shearing Interferometry 

(DSSI), is described as a robust measuring technique due to its simple optical setup and 

relative insensitivity against ambient noise [27]. It is an emerging technique very weU 

suited for the inspection of components in many applications, including the aerospace 

industry [12, 13]. It is a laser based speckle interferometric optical technique, originally 
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developed for strain measurement. The technique is highly sensitive to surface 

displacement gradients, resulting from subsurface flaws associated with internal de

bonds, de-laminations and cracks. 

DSSI measures derivatives of surface displacements, thus eliminating the need to 

numerically differentiate displacement data to yield strains. Strains are functions of 

displacement derivatives, thus shearography yields directly the strain information and it is 

suited well for NDT [28, 29]. Steinchen, W., et al [29], however, observes that, "the 

application of shearography for strain measurement has not been widely adopted in 

industry, because the shearogram usually contains both the out-of-plane component and 

the in-plane strain component". The authors further noted that, "Although the out-of

plane component can be separated out of the shearogram by manipUlating the 

illuminating and viewing direction normal to the tested surface, the pure in-plane strain 

component can never be determined exactly by adjusting the illumination angle." 

( 
There is however, an approach which permits pure in-plane strain to be determined and 

this is the adoption of two linearly independent directions of illumination [13, 29]. In this 

case the shearograms for each illuminating direction is calculated by using the phase 

shifting technique (discussed later).The phase maps of the two shearograms are 

subtracted and this results into a new fringe pattern which represents the pure in-plane 

strain component. When the phase maps are added the fringe pattern formed correspond 

to the pure out-of plane component. Therefore, the in-plane strain component can be 

determined directly without differentiating displacement data numerically [29]. It can 

therefore be said that, by using the phase shift technique, digital shearography allows the 

shearogram to be evaluated automatically and numerically. This offers new possibilities 

for applications of shearography in industry. Although the theory for digital and 

photographic shearography is the same optically, digital shearography is technically a 

computerized process which does not use the film wet processing and reconstruction. 

This therefore makes it possible to quickly increase the testing speed so that the 

shearogram can be observed more or less in real time. 
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Sp~ckl~ interferometTY aml las~r tr..,ories are ~",~ntial to the llml~rstanding of Digital 

shearography, and the following lhr~e ><:clion, describe the,~ concepts bridly_ 

2.2.2 The Speckle interferometric theory 

Speckle interferometric techniques rely on the very basic phenomenon 0(' lighl 

interference namely that objects illuminated with laser light have a b'l"anular appearance. 

Speckle is observed when an object is illllminated with coh~rent laser light Hgure 

2.6l13]' shows a magnified speckle pattern of a shearographic image. 

"igur< 2.6: MagDifi.d Sp""kt. pall.rll ot a .~."r<>grapbk j"'.goll3l 

Most obj~cts ~rc optic~lly rough even if they are rough only at a microscopic leveL 

However, a speckle field can only rn, createJ if the height variation of a sll[f~ce is of th~ 

order of or greater than the optical wavelength ofth~ illuminating light. 
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2.2.3 Laser 

Laser stands for light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation and it is an optical 

oscillator consisting of a light amplifying medium. Kim, H.J, et al [30], observed that: 

"Lasers produce unique light which is coherent, collimated and monochromatic. The 

other feature of a laser is the fact that it is possible to concentrate energy and to produce 

pulses of light which have short wave length. Because of these characteristics, lasers are 

used for measurements, manufacturing and communications." 

The laser does not emit a simple form of light but it has variables that are quite constant 

with time and can be measured with high precision. This implies that lasers offer 

brightness, high degree of coherence and are monochromatic, which makes them the 

ideal light source for interferometry. However, a laser beam is only monochromatic over 

a certain distance and will approximate a sine wave of fixed frequency for a certain 

distance, known as the coherence length [31]. 

There are different types of lasers available with varying power, wavelength and 

coherence length that can be used for interferometry. The most commonly used laser is 

the Helium Neon (HeNe) laser, which is relatively inexpensive and easily available. The 

wavelength of the HeNe laser is 632.8nm, with power varying from 0.1 to 50 mw and the 

coherence length varying from 5 to 30 cm. 

2.2.4 Principle of measurement with Digital shearography 

Digital Shearography was developed using either a Michelson shearing interferometer or 

a birefringent crystal [32] as the image-shearing device. It has also been observed that, 

the key of shearography is the 'shearing" of the image [33]. 

A typical layout for digital shearography using a modified Michelson Interferometer as a 

shearing device is shown in Figure 2.7[34]. 
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, .. A N 111r.ed C~(U;J I 

plate looded ter!trJily 

Figm.., 2.7: Typic~J Iligital SJI~~rograph)' ..,Iup 1341 

' ~ I 

Obtaining a speckle ;nlerrercnce pattern or image of the unstressed object is the very first 

thing you do in Digital Shcamgraphy. Tho image captured is then digitized and stored us 

II. reference image. The Mkhelson inlerrerometcr brings the light waves from two points: 

P j and P" on the object ~urruce into one point: P. on tho image plane by tilting the 

mirror j a very small angle (Figure 2.7). 'j11C intensity of the interferogram is then 

registered by a CCD camera and saved in the compulerthrough arrame gnlbber IxxIrd. 

As an illustration. a circular plate with fully clamped boundary subjected to central poinl 

load increment bcnvccn two exposures with the use of smull image ,hearing, shows the 

fumiliar double bulls U)C that depict lod of constant displacement-gnillienls 

(shcamgraph)' fringes). On the other hand, when large image shearing is used. concentric 

circular fringes that represent loci of constant out-of-plane displacements (holographic or 

ESPI fringes) are displayed [35]. 'J11is thesis. h<Jwever. has not discussed hologrJphic and 

ESPI techniques. Reference to the tc~hniqucs has onl), been mude due to the falt thut. 
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sl"'~rogr~phy is ,111 off r.pring or the two tt:dll1ique~, ~nJ hence II sul1ice~ to mcntio~ the 

other teclmiqllieS with reference to frin ge panem formation if any tli.tincuon h~s 10 be 

rMde. Figure 2.l)(1) anJ Figutc 2.8 (b ) demon.t('llt e the type offring~s ohl ai~J . 

(" (bl 

t'iJut< l . 8: (0.,1 and (1)) t'rlni~ p.Ur r", fir I <'<nlrall~ poi"t.lolded oj ,..,.1 .,. plO1e (I) F.""./io" ()/' 
mU""Iln.pltie 1rintc' d,,~ In ,,,,.n imogo _hut in • . (I) Forn'~'; •• of roo.",,,,';,, tl rf ll la,. ESF] or 

h t'2n pltic f";"1/'" d~ I I ' .. r.t I"" ~'.""';., [35[ 

'1 ~ e intensity of ~ny poill1 1m the <,pecl::1c inter-RTC lIC e pal1em, of l ~e uillitressed object. 

C(Ill be Jcscribcd mathematIcally by Ihe fol1owilt !; equation [36] : 

EQ (2.2) 

WheI"C A i~ complex amplnude of th" combincoJ wave fronts and i~ a fund ion of Ihe 

object iIl umin.;,!ion. i:io.' i* the magnitud~ oflh" !l,car and th is a funclioll of ohjecl he:!m 

and obj""l surface orientation. The obi""! is then stressed by either nl ~chanical. p1'CSI<UIC 

or thermal method •. Strc~sing of Ihe object cau.cs the reiatiYe di 'pla ~ement hct ,,"cen two 

poInt. on the surfac~ of tile obJccl to change, which in tum caUses Ihe la~r path length to 

ch3ngc. This change " f p:lth letlgtl. men alters the <.lcnslly dislributioll of tht speckl~ 

panem ruxI the IntenSilY ~all be ""'pr~~ by Ihc following equation as: 

l:q (2.3) 
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The variable AfjJ in equation (2.3) represents the phase difference between the light 

waves from the two points PI and P2, or derivative of object deflection, occurring due to 

the object being stressed. The speckle interference pattern, of the stressed object, is then 

digitized and stored. The phase difference AfjJ can be extracted by either adding or 

subtracting the reference image from the stressed object image, described by equations 

(2.2) and (2.3) respectively. The subtraction process is achieved through the computer 

software, and this result in an interferogram with an intensity distribution as: 

Eq (2.4) 

The interferogram produced by equation (2.4) above maps the phase contours, which 

consists of black and white fringe patterns. This is due to areas of pixel intensity 

correlating or decorrelating, when the two images are subtracted, to form the 

interferogram. Correlation will take place when the phase difference is as follows 

[37]: 

AfjJ= 2mr where n = 0, 1,2 ... Eq (2.5) 

This condition corresponds to the dark fringes on the interferogram. In contrast 

decorrelation will take place when the phase difference is as follows: 

AfjJ = (2n+ 1) 11: where n = 0, 1,2 ... Eq (2.6) 

This condition corresponds to the bright fringes on the interferogram. The fringes can be 

modeled by the following mathematical equation [37]: 

AfjJ= 41l'(ad)s 
A. ax Eq (2.7) 

Where AfjJis the correlation phase, ad is the rate of surface displacement, S is the ax 
magnitude of shear (distance between common point that are sheared) and A. is the 
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wavelength for laser light. The above equation shows that the correlation fringcs 

rcpresclll lines of constant displacement rates, where AI/i is ~onstanL The sensitivity of 

the interferometer can be varied by incrcaslflg or decreasing the angle of shear and 

thereby varying the magnitude of shcar S. Therefore it can he scen from equation (2.7) 

that the greater the magnitude of shear the larger the phase difference AI/i, this tOCret(lrC 

increases the se11siti\~ty of the intelferometer. 

lf the phase ditference in equation (1,7) is replaced by equation (2.5) then the spacing 

between adjacent fringes as function of the displa~emelll gradient can be obtained and is 

described by equation (2,8): 

"' v,'here II = nllmber of fringes 
2S 

Eq (2.8) 

b''1uation (2,8) confirms that for a given surface arca, an incrcase in di'l'iacement 

gradicnt will produ~e a ~orresponding increase in the numher of fringes. Furthermore the 

number of fringes around a defect area indicates the amplitude of the localized 

displacement induced, which IS mllllen~ed by the size of the defect and its depth. 

Figllre 1.9 shows the image, where the dark fringcs represent the case of n = 0,1,2,3 .... as 

mentioned above. 

Figurtl.9: Fri"2tl'.n<r~s wiTh dark frill2tS 
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2.2.5 I nterpretation of fringes in ,hearography 

Shearography measures surface deIonnation and therefore yield, derivatives of the 

surface di'placernen(s, The fringe paUem of shearography is a double concentric fringe 

pattem, and a plot of the defl ection derivative of a clamped circular plate loaded centrally 

will appear as shown in Figure 2.10 below [3Rl-

Figure 2.10, also shows that, there are two lobes in the displacement derivative plot 

which e.~p[ain why a double buIrs eyes fringe pattern is formed in shearography,The size 

of the defect in sheawgrapby is thus detennined by measuring peak to peak the line 

profile, where the length between lwo peaks is varied according (0 the change of the 

effective factors [39]. 

•• r. 

Fi~ur.l.lO; Doubto butt', "),0111 ~h"oro~raph}' and t .. ax tl tleak lill< protHol381 

If a material or specimen ha, a defect and is adequately loaded by vacuum, thennal or 

mechanical loading, it will experience a "buckling effect" On the surface which will 

facilitate the detection of the flaw hy shearography_ In other words shearography will 
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det~ct th~ flaw by looking for strdin induccd by the dcfect. Figurc2. 11 below illustrates 

thc concept of flaw detllCtion and liinge paUern formation. 

I",~ . I 

1 "~i1l 1 S!1>ie 

'''''''le .2 

M er 
L"oll"" 

IstO~"votlOn 

~·igur. 2.11: 1""00'"" of fringe p"ll~"R r"u,"!;"U (,I, •• rO\:, .. m) 1341 

.Fringes Can appear either vertically or horiL.Ontally due to dcfonnations in the SCIlsitivity 

direction (either x-axis or y-axis). Therelilre vertical fringes appear along the X-aXi5 and 

horiLontal Itinges appear in the y-axi5. Each Jringe represents a line ,,·here all points 

aloog it llndergo the samc umount of deformation. This implies that. the fringe' are 

contour lines of constant di5fJlac~ment in the particular direction or axis. The clo>cr the 

fringes arc to each other. the bigger change in dcformation ha, occllrred. This means that. 

there is a higher strain in that area [40]. 

Fringes will woo appear dillcrcntly, depending on whether del(llmation is linear or it 

variC5. Figur~ 2.12(a) shows how the fringe pattcm will appear as equal distant fringes 

"hen the str~in is constant. This SllggCs!5 that, the deformation is linear. 11' the strain 

varic, as lIx. the fringC5 will appear closer togctlli'r where the straill rate i5 high, as Can 

be seen in Figure 2.12(b). 
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-----------' 1 , , , , , , , , , 

, , , 
, , 
' £: =1 

_.J.~ __ ~ , , . . . " 
I, I I " " 

¢::ti ' j' " =1 ,I [llTTl = 
r'ringe pattern 

(,j 

u(x)=lnx 
,-------------;7"--~ , 
\ : 
~-- I : 

'I' I 
"'k.. I I 

, -"'.,- ------<--._----
" ',J:: = 1 , I X , 

",r,c,ci" ,~,,+-l ---i - lr,: , " 
I, It' 

~lnLLi I L.J= 
Fringe pattern 

(bj 

~jgur" 2. 12: (~) Comlanl >troin, i.c. linurly inorc.,jIlg tkformalion g;'" rio< (0 equally 'paced 

frine .. ; (b) Hi~h ,train r~tc will ~iv. frinee, th~t ar. 010 .. , togothor (40) 

To illuslm(c how the ph~sc maps (fringes) appear when there is dcfonnation in x- ~nd y

axis respectively (~W; &w); fringes of a rectangular plate damped along its boundaries 
ox oy 

and subjected 10 uniform pressure can be used as an example, Tilese are shown in Figure 

2.13. 
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8w Ow 
it. bound.,Ie. and , ubJorlrd to yoU.em nr."ur<: (a) ax; (b) Or. r I ~ , 4 11 

Th~ w m:spondin!llhnle .... llncnsionai plot of th .. pha.", dlsiriblltion m fri l1 !;C pan."-,,, o f 

Hgurc 2. 13{1I) pmduced b} ph ase delernll nanun It:dmiquc IS ShO\\11 in l-illu,c 2.1 4 

below. 

"""'~ LI~: -, .l"ff-dlo~."'I~~.1 (30 ) plot .. r ,bt ph ... dlll.lbutlo. "HumiD«! by 1,," .. ~.~ >111ft 

.Kh. t,,". 14ll 
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2.2.6 Phased-Stepped Shearography 

Digital Shearography, as described above, produces intensity based fringe patterns, which 

do not provide any information regarding the direction of object displacement. In order to 

quantify the object's rate of displacement, the modulation of the laser phase due to the 

applied stress needs to be determined as well[43]. This can be achieved using a technique 

called phase stepping. This technique eliminates the need of human interpretation of the 

fringe pattern [44]. The following sections describe the analysis of speckle patterns and 

the resulting phase map that is manifested when using phase-stepped shearographic NDE. 

Filtering is discussed as means of substantially improving the phase image quality. 

2.2.6.1 Phase- Stepping 

Phase-stepping is a quantitative method of data measurement and is derived from the 

intensity integration method [45]. This technique requires a minimum of three 

measurements (Le. interferograms) to solve for three unknowns at each point in a fringe 

pattern; however, four measurements or interferograms are more commonly used. Phase 

measurement is based on superimposing a uniform phase on the original fringe pattern, 

thus producing a phase shift in the fringe pattern. Digitizing three fringe patterns with 

different amounts of phase shift provides three equations for the solution of three 

unknowns, and the phase distribution is thus determined. 

Phase steps are produced by micro displacements of a piezo-electrically driven mirror, 

which is calibrated before testing can commence. Each micro displacement of the 

calibrated piezo-electrically driven mirror initiates phase steps of ~ increments, which 

is equivalent to changing the path length of the beam by a quarter of a wavelength. 

The piezo-electricaUy driven mirror can be attached to either arm of the Michelson 

Interferometer. After each phase-step an interferogram, is grabbed by the image 
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processing system. The measured intensity Ij(x,y) of the interferogram, at any given co

ordinate (x,y), can be described by the following equation [46]: 

I; (x,y) = Ie (x,y) + 1m (x,y) cos(¢(x, y) +ia) i=1,2 ... N Eq (2.9) 

where, Ie (x, y), is the background intensity, 1m (x, y), is the modulation intensity, 

¢(x,y), is the phase difference between the object and reference beam and a, is the 

relative phase (i.e. ~). When four images are grabbed (i.e. when i goes from 1 to 4), 

the process is known as the 4-bucket system [47]. 

Since cos( (} + ; ) = - sin (} and cos( (} + 1&') = - cos (} 

I} (x,y) = I e(x,y) - 1m (x,y) sin(¢(x, y» 

12 (x,y) = I e(x,y) - 1m (x,y) cos(¢(x,y» 

I 3 (x,y) = Ie (x,y) + 1m (x, y) sin(¢(x, y» 

14 (X,y) = Ie (x,y) + 1m (x, y) cos(¢(x, y» 

Eq (2.10) 

Eq (2.11) 

Eq (2.12) 

Eq (2.13) 

Eq (2.14) 

It can be seen that equation (2.10) produces four trigonometric equations as described by 

equations (2.11)-(2.14), which can be solved to eliminate the unknown background 

intensity Ie(x,y).The phase difference can only be calculated after the background 

intensity Ie (x, y) is eliminated as discussed in the next section. 

2.2.6.2 Phase Change Distribution-Calculation 

The technique described above provides a wrapped phase distribution, ¢(x,y), which still 

contains the spatially random phase distribution described by the background intensity 

Ie(x,y). The background intensity Ie (x,y) is removed by subtracting equation (2.12) 
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from (2.14) and equation (2.11) from equation (2.13) which yields equation (2.15) and 

(2.16 ) respectively. 

14 -/2 = 2Imp(x,y)COS(;(X,y)) 

13 - II = 21mp (x, y) sin(;(x,y)) 

Eq (2.15) 

Eq (2.16) 

The phase can be described as a function of the four intensities by the following equation 

[48] 

_1(/3(X,y)-1 (X,y)) 
;(x,y) = tan I 

14 (x,y) - 12 (x,y) 
Eq (2.17) 

The phase difference If/(x,y) can then be calculated by using the following equation: 

Eq (2.18) 

where, ;b (x, y) and ;0 (x, y) represent the phase before and after defonnation 

respectively. The inverse tangent in equation (2.17) ranges between - ~ to ~ but does 

not provide the true phase since values after ~ till 3~ are not within the limits. If the 

sign of the sine and cosine were taken into consideration then this solves the problem. If 

the cosine is negative, then it will be in the second and third quadrant and n is added to 

the arctangent value to get the correct phase. The phase difference If/(x, y) is then 

calculated using equation (2.18) and is limited to the range of - 2n to 2n and thus 

contains 4n discontinuities. This range is then shortened so that the limit is from 0 to 

2n since a wave repeats itself after every 2n . Taking the absolute of the phase difference 

is one method of shortening the range but this method produces noise, a second and better 

method is to add 2n to the negative result of the subtraction of the two waves. 

Upon calculating the true phase difference through, the image processing software, a 

phase map consisting of fringes ranging from black to white and suddenly changing back 

to black will be produced. This "saw tooth Pattern" continues throughout the image. This 
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drastic change occurs due to phase difference increasing towards 27t and then jumping 

back to zero when the limit of 27t is reached. This means that in the final image black 

represents the smallest phase difference and white the largest. The regions where these 

discontinuities occur are called 27t discontinuities and they are the main characteristics of 

phase stepping in helping to determine the relative direction in which deformation takes 

place. 

2.2.6.3 Filtering of Phase fringe patterns 

After calculating the phase difference for the individual pixels in an image and a phase 

map is produced, a common way to improve visibility of the fringes is to filter it. Speckle 

noise and 27t discontinuities in phase fringe patterns are characterized by high spatial 

frequencies. Hence, by applying a low-pass filter not only reduces the noise, but also 

smears out the discontinuities[ 49]. This problem is solved by calculating the sine and 

cosine of the wrapped fringe patterns , which leads to continuous fringe patterns. These 

sine and cosine fringe patterns are then filtered separately using an average filter, which 

considers the average value of a group of neighbouring n x n pixels for each pixel in the 

image, where n is an odd integer number. From the filtered sine and cosine fringe pattern 

the phase fringe pattern is calculated by the four-quadrant inverse tangent of the sine and 

cosine patterns. This process of filtering can be repeated two or three times. Figure 

2.15( a) shows an unfiltered phase-stepped image and Figure 2.15(b) shows a filtered 

phase map. 
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(u) (o) 

l'igU l-. 1.1 5: ta ) PI"". fl"ingo pa tte rn alroctod b)' "0;,. I b) I'h",o fl"i .ge pattun n c.II ""II)· fillel-cd 

It can be seen from Fit,'lJre 2.15(b), thai an average filler applied say 30 times with 

intennediate phase recalcu lation yields an excellently filtered image. The noise is 

effectively suppressed and (III fringes are perfectly preserved. 

In his study, Hung.Y.Y [13J, observed that, shearogmphy had alreooy received wide 

industrial acceptooce for NOT and thai, currently the rubber industry routinely uses 

shcarography for evaluating lyres. and !lCrospace industry hru; adopled it for NOT or 

aireraft structures, in p!Iflicular. composite structures. Figure 2.16 is a sh~"llrogra[lhy 

fringe [lllltcrn revealing scparationalollg the steel belt-cdgc of a truck lyre. 

Sepa ration 
steel I 

-----------.- . ~ -
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Hung Y.Y. [J~l. further did an in-depth comparative study of Digital Shearography and 

ESPI and observed that: "Shearography requires a simpler optical serup, thus eliminating 

the optical alignment problems; Shearography provides a "'ider and more controllable 

range or sensitlvity, thlLS allowing large defonuations to be inspected which is uot the 

case iu ESPI(ESPI is too sensitive for many practical NDE applicatious); rigid body 

motion does not infl uence the resulting fringe patterns, since Shearographic ~DE lJSes a 

"common path" optical arrangement and finally the coherent length requirern€nt is 

greatly reduced". 

Mayer:r [501 also confilms that shearogarphy allows large component areas 10 be 

measured in a short time and thus it is the optimal technique for fault detection The 

author, rurther affirms that the shearogrnphy system is already used in tyre testing 

machines lor quality control in industrial conditions and that the technique is ideal 

especially for the aircraJl manulacturing and maintenance, in which large component 

surfaces can be tested in short time. Other applications or shearography include 

measurement of strain" material properties, residual stresses, 3D shapes, as well a, 

vibration studies. All these advantages have rendered shearography a practical 

meosurement tool. 

Gryzagoridis and Findeis [51] carried Out an experiment 10 compare the capabilities or 

portable shearography and portable ESPI in the dewction of composite aircraft 

components. In order to compare the perfonuance of each prototype, suitabl e test samples 

"'ith known defects had to be manuJli.ctured. The authors used a 500 mm length or the 

rotor blade and five derects were introduced into this sample. The inspections were 

conducted outside the laboratory envirOlllllent. It was concluded that, both systems 

perfomted well outside the laboratory environment without any special additional 

vibration isolation requirements, and that both techniques were abo able to detect the 

prescnce of the internal delaminotions. !lowcver, when considering the implementation 

of the two tedUliques, the authors observed that, ESPt produced the best results only 

during the cooling process. It was further noted that, Shearogrnphy generated good results 
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by either viewing the effe.;:t of applying heat to the test pie.;:e or by viev.'ing the cooling 

down process, 

Pezzoni [52J investigated the capability of shearography in the testing of large area 

composite helicopter structures. Initially a composite stmcturai dement panel of a tail 

lIIlit of a helicopter as shown in figure 2.17 was investigated, -nlis part is a typical 

stmcture with a nomex hOlwyeomb core and two external skins in graphite/epoxy uni

dire.;:tiolwl eross-ply_ The thickness of the honeycomb was about 13 mm, and each of the 

external surfaces measured about 1 mm in thickness, This sample was specially prepared 

with several t)1)ical delamination faults, synthetically introduced using Teflon inserts_ For 

illspe<;tion, this panel was thermally loaded with a set of up to four IR lamps_ The results 

in Figure 2.18, showed an image of an unloaded and thermally indul'ed deformed panel 

exhibiting very low contrast and strong 110ise, Additionally the image revealed some 

impact damages which can caoily be seen on the outer surfa.;:e. After image improvement 

operation using an appropriate combination of filtering and contrast operations the fringe 

visibility was significantly improycd although the defe\:t vi sibil ity was relatively poor. 

Fi ~ "r. 2.17: C ompo,it. b.licoptor paM I (aho". I.ft) 

Fi~ul" 2.1 R: J mprovod J)_ima~ . (Qho<', r;gh~ 
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Phasc shifting technique and filtering were applied to the images and the results are 

shown in Figllre 2.19 and Figme 2.20. The phase shift could easily be introduced by 

moving one of tbe two mirrors of the "hearing element. 

Fi~or. 1. t9: Ph.,. im~¥. ("by", I,ft) 

Fi~ ur. 2.20: Filtor.d pha •• inlOe' (~""V~ rig"') 

Pezzoni, increased the "ize of the sample to be tested <ignificanlly by taking an original 

full tail unit of a helicopter. Thi, unit measmed aboul 3.5 m in heighl and 3.5 m m width. 

On the lower righl pan, a disbond was introduced bel\veen the honeycomb COre and the 

outer skin. The defect was round shaped and measured abollt 70 mm in size. Be<ides the 

defect detection the other intere,l wa, m s\nLctural fealmes of lhe sample. Figme 2.21 

shows an image of a full helicopter tail unit. The corresponding phase map is shown in 

Figure 2.22. The author concluded that shearography, allows the real-time non-contact 

and non-destrucli ve deleclion of defecl, and "truc\ural properties of composiles and other 

lighl"eight ,1mctures. II was funher, observed, that the nSe of pulsed laser for 

illumination shows significant benefits due to large inspection area (up to 10 m') and 

suppression of environmental inflllenCe", which makes the ,ystem also useful for "in

situ" applications outside a laboratory. 
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~igu,"" 2.21: FuU helicoptor t,il unit (aho,,, {-ftJ 

."igu", 1. 22: Wrapl)"~ ph""" n'"p uf 3"" 3n' area ufth .. tail uoU 

(thormallooding) (~Ih)\" rigltt) 

II was therefore, deduced that. the tedmique is cup~ble of detecting defects in wide 5C~le 

structures. strongly redlK:ing the inspection time. und hence it was vulidaled as very 

promising in the Held of aerospace (compositcs. lighm'Cight structures) particularly for 

lhe prodllClion-NDT of aireratl componcnts. latigue testing monitoring ~nd maintcnance 

inspections. 

Kalms and Juepter [531 in collaboration with Airbus Germany (NOT-Group Bremen) and 

EAOC Military Airer~fts curried out sheurographic invcstigations on airpkme 

components. An aircraft wing and an aluminiwn body of the aircrafl were investigated 

for defects under thermal loading. The aluminium honeycomb structure from the aireraft 

\IUS ~ meml-mctul bonded aluminium type with pocket dnmugcs through thc honcycomb 

structurc. The size of the smallest defect was 10 x 10 mm. Figure 2.23 shows the mobile 

shearographic equipment setup used for the inspection of an aircrall wing. The inspection 

was done in a real maintenance environment. 
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Aircmfl wing thcrnmlly 
stn'S'~..J 

Fi~ul~ 2.23: Mobil. Sb.~m~rHpbi< .q.ipm.nl ~pplj.d o. ~n aircraft win~ 1531 

Figure 2.24 below shows an inspection of aircrafl fuselage, mctal~metal bonded 

aluminium with pocket damage' through the honeycumb, in progress. Thc authors did 

other tcsts on huneycomb sandwich structure such as the rudder in which the componcnt 

was inspected for "ater ingress. Olher aircrall components invesligateu were skin 

damage over Ihe stringer, stringer dcbundings, and damages uf the airbrake located at lbe 

wings of the airplanes. 
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Sh""" " ,h ';.· head bol. 

Hgure 2.24: Sho.r"'l:rapbk hc~d 1>0, appliod 011 >t M , ;,-,",,\fl f",cl"~. 1531 

In all the inspections done. it ""lIS reported that, all damages were clearly visible, and that 

sheurogr~ph)' wus eyen ub i.., to locutc the unknown d~muge which wus equally ddectcd 

by radiogruphic invcstigution (white murkcd arcu in Figure 2.25), Figure 2.25 und Figure 

2.26 shows the successful X-ray and shearogruphic measurement results respectivciy. 
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U"k,,",," d",,"!," located 

Fi\: .... 2.2~; X-'"!lY ,,,.ult iRIng. (~b""" left) 

Figu'e 2.19: Sbc .. o~rapbk 1"«011 im.~c (QbOl'e rig'If) 

The authors finally confirmed (hal shearography WaS a &U~cc;sstul and comprehensive 

testing device for the inspection of aircrol1 slru~lures. 

Hung, Y. Y. [54] did a comparutive stlJdy 0 r digital shcarography with a C-s<:an uHrasonic 

technique in tile tc~t of a grophitc s:mdwich pando Two llaws in the inspection were 

revealed by both techniquc~. However, digital she:.rography reve"led the Ilaws as soon as 

the 51rcss was applied. whereas the ultrasonic technique required point-by-point '>C!II1ning 

of the part. Moreover. Iluid coopting of the transducer 10 the tcl>1 obj<x:t was needed in the 

ultrasonic tc~ting. thus making the lechnique ~umb.,rsome and 100 slow for production 

in~pectio", !lnd 5hearography did not require any contact. It was observed that the lime 

tahn to reveal the tlaws (unlxlIlds and edge pullout) by ~he!lrography w~ 8 ~econd~ 

while C-scan Ullr.iSoni~ took 10 minules to S<:an lhe p:.rt. 

Sic\~-Lok Toh and Fook-Siong Chau [55] ~ed digital ~hearography \0 \C~t a "ompo~ite 

plute with ~u~pectcd debonds using va<:uum Slressing. The simulaled gl:!Ss-reinforced 

polyester (GRP) flat plate of about 270 x 250 millimeters was used in th~ investigation. 
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The ORP plate was placed in a specially COIlstructed vacuum chamber and douhle

exposure shearogruphy ;va, perfonned; one exposure hefore and one alter a vacuum 

pressure were applied. It was oberseved that. "acuum stressing is an effective method for 

the dctection of dclaminations or debond, in composites and [hal the l~",hnique has the 

advantage of being non-contacting, yielding a fast response, and c-overing the full field. 

Honlct. Ettemeyer and WaiL [56] used an automated inspection system which lISes laser 

shearography and vacuum chamber tor me inspection of helicopter rotor blade for 

defects. The rotor bbde was posilioned in the vacuum chamber and loaded with slight 

pressare changes of less lhan 50 ",har. The pressure change in the vacuum chamber was 

intended to produce slighl defomlalions on the surface of lite rotor blade so thaI 

shearography could observe these deformations, and aUlomatically indicale detects such 

as delamination', debondings, etc., which would show up hy typical deformation 

patterns_ The author, concluded that lhe aut.OITIatic inspeclion system signil1camly 

reduced the clapsed time for a complete inspection cycle of large. main rotor blades in 

comparison to the manual in'pt:ction. Figure 2.27 shows the inspection results on hoth 

sides of MOOx600mm' ficld on the rotor blade with defects, manifesting as local 

delaminations. 

Figu,,, 2.27: In'pedi,," .... uJt. on bulb .ide> "f800,6OOmm'field on tho .-ol"r bl.de wilh ddoct..IUI 
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Sim C.W. e/ al [57] carried out a comparison study of vibration anal)'!lis and non

destructive te,ting of the specimen with real-time ,hcarography. In the study, the 

potential of u,ing d}llamic slre"ing in real-time ,hearography wa> explored. The ~nli", 

experiment consisted of nvo phases. Phase one involved vibration analy~i~ using r~al

ti me shearography and th~ specimen under lest was a square cantilever aluminium plate 

with sid~ s 01" 50 mm and thickn es~ 01" 0.88 mm. This plal~ was illuminated by an 

expanded beam of a 60 mW BeNe laser of 632.8 nm wavelength. TIle real-time 

shearogrwns corresponding to five resonance \;bration modes at increa>ing excitation 

frequency were recorded. Pha,e two of the experiment involved non-destructive flaw 

detection in composites plates made from mats of glass-fibres. A 60 mW HeKe laser of 

632.8 run was also used to illuminate the specimen. It was dedoced that, real-time 

shearography coupled with vibrational means of stressing is a convenient and effective 

way of d~t~mlining the (lUl-of-plane displacement gradient of a vibrating stmcture at 

resonance m()d~ . 11 was lurther ~ stablished that, shearography can be used 10 detect 

debonds or dd aminations III composite plates. 

Andersson and l:Iarend [58] did a feasibility ,tlLdy 01" various NDT melhods in order to 

identify and verify a cost effective inspecti(}ll method lor a stilT slainl~ss steel skin 

sandwich construction with a low-density core. The ,tudy required the detection of 

artificially created disbonds in the stmcture. TIle investigation included literatllre studies, 

selection of feasible method" evaluation of the methods and finally selection of a 

preferred NDT-method and application trials. The l\DT methods used included; 

Ultrasonic, resonance technique (dcsclibed a> spectroscopy), Mechanical Impedance 

technique, Pitch-and-catch tox hnique (descril>ed as v~locim etric method), 1:I0ndimeter 

teclmiqlle and shearography. TIle first lOur techl1iqlL~ s mention..u did not give reliahl ~ 

indications of the defects. Some techniques only gave vague indications that were not 

different lO the general variation obtained in defect free areas. The authors, however, 

continu~d the inv~ stigation with the applicati[)n 01' shearo!,'(aphy, and th~ I"ollowing were 

considered at Ihe application trials; excitalion method, geometry e l"f~ct on ",s lLlts, 

inspection areas (limitation 01" techl1iqoo) and def~ct characterization (sizing and depth 

posilion). Oth .... inspections were made on lhicker and thicker test samples to try to find 
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the ,kin thkkness limitation for shearography. For thicker skins larger temperature 

dit1crcnecs were noxcssary to detcct defects. It was fourtd that from the 50 mm diameter. 

defoxt detection was vaguely distinguished from thc hackground noise on do ubler bonded 

to foam core, and the 25 mm diumeter defect waS detcctcd in bondlinc bctween the 3 mm 

skin and 2 mm do ubler. The author.; concluded that, shcarography successfu lly detected 

al1d cstimatcd depth )XlSition oftlle defects in relatively stiffureas. Figure 2.28 and Figurc 

2.29 shows shearographic resu lts of the defe<-"ts. 

Fi~"l'O 2.2~: Shca1"O~1"" l'h~' "'.,"it, 0. : (_) [)j,I",nd ~re t, an aro" I.n "' ilhuLlI adl,e, i,o, (b) lIi<hond 

(Yl'~ I t. A pl"<fk ("oil '"I><"d '0 II" 'kill IS81 

Fi~ " "0 2. ~9: ~l1c"""g"apl1~' "o,ult> Ull (hicke" '"'III,I., Istli 
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1.1. Col. SI:'''omir c/ al [59J C"oI ... ic'(l OUI (l study to detcrmille dam:lgts " hieh could be 

Jc:lcttcd and "hirn haWn during t~ scrvi~e life o r main rotor blades (MIU)) of 

hdieopters used in Polish AmH.-d F\lfees. Th.., damages under invcstig:llion included: 

di soonds (skin to honeycomb, slin 10 ~J1ar) both metal and composite MRIl; 

dclaminations (composite skin); crocks (mninly in the metal MRI3); and wnlCf ingMis 

(bolll:)'tomb ~ells). Selected NDT rcchniqu~s su.h as; D-Sighl. Shearography, MIA. 

l' itch-Cat..t1. Ultrasound. Ulrrasound l'h:l.~ A!T~Y, and Eddy Current ·,.,.ere used in the 

5tudy. Shcarography with V'olCuum lG:ldin~ " '(IS. aprlicd for dishonds illS~l ion , and tile 

authors Mw (he t...:hnique to have I$OOd sensitivity WId high speed of inspection. Figu~ 

2.30 sho"s the resu lts of tbe shearographk inspection o f the skin to hone~comb 

disbonds. 
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CHAPTER 3 

3. Impact damage detection in aircraft composite materials 

3.1 Damage in Composite materials 

Composite materials and in particular Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics (CFRP) are 

currently used more in structures and components of both civilian and military aircraft 

because of their mechanical resistance, high toughness, low- specific weight and 

resistance to corrosion in comparison to metals. Thus, accordingly with non

homogeneous nature of the material, measures must be taken to preserve the structural 

integrity of the aircraft. This can be achieved by ensuring that the frame pattern of the 

fibers is not compromised [24]. Composite materials are exposed to various damages 

during their service life which may be due to static loading, low energy impact during the 

manufacture and environmental factors such as moisture ingress etc. 

Sala, G. [60] confirms that, environmental agents that cause damage to composites are 

"electromagnetic effects, fire and high temperatures; lightning and electrical discharges, 

ozone (chemical degradation); ultra-violet radiation (UV); out-gassing at high-vacuum; 

erosion by rain and sand; low-energy impacts (by hail or gravel) that induce BVID; 

moisture uptake, and contact with organic liquids such as fuels, lubricants and de-icing 

fluids." The author also pointed out that, during normal service, aircraft are exposed to all 

these agents with time, and hence, the critical aspects of the defects to be detected 

required more attention. The author further observed that. "In particular large 

delaminations between layers are generated by collision even at low energy due to falling 

tools, hail storm, flying birds or debris. This and other causes can give not only hidden 

delaminations but also cracks. The impact damage is usually underestimated since the 

projectile does not indent the surface due to low energy of impact." 
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Ibekwe et al [61] also considers BVID from a low velocity impact event as very 

dangerous because they cannot be detected visually and lead to structural failure at loads 

wen below design levels. The authors revealed that "the loss of strength and stiffness of 

laminated composites at elevated temperatures is intensified by the increased rate of 

water absorption at high temperatures." They further investigated that the UV radiation 

alone has a significant effect on reducing the residual load carrying capacity of impact 

damaged laminates. 

Galea et al [62] also confirmed that "while impact can cause a significant amount of 

delamination, often the only external indication is a very slight surface indentation and 

this type of damage is frequently referred to as barely visible impact damage (BVID)". 

Many other researchers [63] also, consider low-velocity impact particularly BVID as 

potentially dangerous, because it reduces the loading resistance and may destructively 

propagate. Kim J.K [64] too, confirms that, "it has been proven that, the presence of 

internal damage in BVID causes substantial losses in strength and stiffness of the 

composite components". 

In order to appreciate damage due to impact in composite materials, it is necessary to 

understand the concept of low-velocity impact. This is thus, discussed in the next section. 

3.2 Low-velocity impact 

Defects due to impact in composite materials are much more complex, and less well 

understood than metallic ones [65]. Based on this fact, it is necessary, to know the 

behaviour of these materials at impact in order to quantify the defects accurately, and 

therefore, the understanding of failure modes which results from low velocity impacts is 

essential. Hancox N.L [66] defmes impact as "the relatively sudden application of an 

impulsive force, to a limited volume of material or part of a structure". The author, 

however, further justifies his definition and considers the terms 'relatively' and 'limited' 

as being subjected to a wide range of interpretations. 
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Generally, impacts are categorized into either low or high velocity, but there is not a clear 

shift between classes and usually there is a disagreement on their definition. Sjoblom et 

ai, and Shivakumar in [67], define low-velocity impact as "events which can be treated as 

quasi-static, the upper limit of which can vary from one to tens ofrns-l depending on the 

target stiffness, material properties and the impactor's mass and stiffness", 

Olsson, R [68] recommends that, the most common way of classifying impact events is to 

differentiate between "high velocity" and "low velocity" impact. He therefore suggests 

that, even though no consensus has been established on criteria for these two categories, 

the upper limit of low velocity impact ranges from 10 to lOOmis. Abrate, S. [69] also 

considers low-velocity impacts as those which occur for impact speeds of less than 100 m 

Is. Other researchers in [66] suggest that the type of impact can be classed according to 

the damage incurred, especially if damage is the prime concern. It is, however, noted that, 

High velocity is characterized by penetration induced fibre breakage, and low velocity by 

delamination and matrix cracking. 

Davies and Robinson in [70] suggests that, the term "low velocity" should be defined 

since high velocity produces local ballistic types of damage, far from invisible, and 

extremely local. The authors, hence, define low velocity as "that lower bound which does 

not excite tlrrough thickness stress waves but allows the material to respond dynamically 

so that it can deform without producing the local 3-D stress fields". The authors further 

observe that this velocity turns out to be about 20m/sec in CFRP if tool drop and similar 

accidents are considered, and that Low velocity impact damage may occur during 

manufacture, maintenance, or in service by accidentally dropped tools, runway debris or 

hailstorms. 

In low-velocity impact, the dynamic structural response of the structure is extremely 

important as the contact duration is long enough for the entire structure to respond to the 

impact and therefore, more energy is absorbed elastically [71]. However, the 

understanding of the modes of failure in composites is important, and this is discussed in 

the next section. 
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3.3 Modes of faHure in low-velocity impact 

By virtual of being heterogeneous and anisotropic, the fiber reinforced plastic (FRP) 

laminates produces four major modes of failure. Short, OJ et al [72] observes that, "the 

main damage modes in laminates composite are, matrix cracking, fiber-matrix 

debonding, delaminations, and fiber fracture". Matrix damage, delamination and fibre 

failure/fracture are briefly discussed in the following sections. 

3.3.1 Matrix damage 

Matrix damage is the first type of failure induced by transverse low-velocity impact, and 

usually takes the fonn of matrix cracking but also debonding between fiber and matrix 

[67, 72]. Matrix cracks occur due to property mismatching between the fiber and matrix, 

and are usually oriented in planes parallel to the fiber direction in unidirectional layers. 

Islam and Craig [73] observed that, "matrix cracking is the cracking of the resin within a 

layer, and that, fibers perpendicular to the loading direction produce stress concentrations 

in the matrix". The authors further examined that, since the failure strain of the matrix is 

lower than that of the fiber, when subjected to a load, the difference in failure strain 

causes the matrix to crack. A general picture or analysis of a typical crack and 

delamination pattern is shown in Figure 3.1 below. 

90 -- o 
It .. Y?· .. :-s.S··· go ______ >.......;;:11_90 •• .• • .•••••.••••• - 0 

"'" delamina1iw3 

Figure 3.1: Typical crack and delamination pattern [67,73] 
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The matrix cracks in the upper layers in Figure 3.1 (a) and the middle layer in Figure 3.1 

(b) start under the edges of the impactor. These shear cracks are formed by the very high 

transverse shear stress through the material, and are inclined at approximately 45°. There 

is also a relationship between transverse shear stresses, the contact force and contact area 

respectively. The crack on the bottom layer of Figure 3.1 (a) is referred to as a bending 

crack because it is brought about by high tensile bending stresses and is typicaUy vertical. 

3.3.2 Delamination mode 

A delamination is a crack which can propagate in the resin-rich area between plies with 

different fiber orientation [67, 74]. Further studies byYen, C.F, [74] revealed that, 

"Delaminations which are caused by transverse impact usually come about after an 

energy threshold has been reached and that delamination only occurs in the presence of 

matrix cracks". This type of damage appears as debonding of adjoining plies in laminated 

composites. Stresses that lead to delamination could result from out-plane stresses such 

as mismatch (i.e. the different fiber orientations between the layers) in Poisson ratios 

between plies, which results in shear stresses near the ply interface. These shear stresses 

produce a bending moment that is balanced by a stress in the thickness direction. Just like 

in matrix cracking where the main contribution to damage occurs at the tension side, 

delamination is also prominent on the tension side. At very short times after impact, 

however, it begins on the neutral plane, where maximum shear stresses are present. 

Morais et al [75] assessed that, the presence of delaminations may not be critical if only 

tensile stresses are to be of concern. The authors, however, observed that "delaminated 

areas will affect the flexural stiffness of laminates, and the initiation of delamination 

depended on laminate thickness". They further noted that, "the maximum value of 

shear stresses at the neutral plane of a laminate subjected to 'bending like' impact events 

must, in fact, be carefully taken into account, and that, laminates with an elastic mismatch 

due to laminate geometry, stacking sequence or materials properties can have huge 

delaminations due to shear stresses." 
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3.3.3 Fibre failure 

It has been reported [67] that there is less information on this type of damage, as research 

has concentrated on the low-energy modes of damage. This damage mode however, 

usually takes place much later in the fracture process than matrix cracking and 

delamination. Further details in the report disclose that, fibre failure occurs under the 

impactor due to locally high stresses and indentation effects and that these effects are 

principally managed by shear forces and on the non-impacted face due to high bending 

stresses. It should also be mentioned that, fibre failure initiate much earlier in the service 

life of the laminates composite and accumulate quickly until the final failure [72]. 
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CHAPTER 4 

4 Experimental techniques 

Helicopter rotor blades are important safety and highly complicated parts composed of a 

mixture of materials and components. Each rotor blade is fabricated as a composite, with 

foam or honeycomb materials forming the core of the blade, covered with one or more 

layers of fibre reinforced plastics on the outside. Reinforcement of these plastics is 

achieved by adding, Kevlar or glass fibers. Stressed areas such as the leading edge of the 

blade are reinforced with metallic layers to increase the strength [56J. From the NDT 

point of view, the complexity of this material requires NDT techniques that have a high 

probability of detection (POD) in terms of sensitivity, if defects or flaws in such materials 

can be detected and quantified. 

Digital shearography and IR T are optical techniques that are able to detect defects in 

composites, and were used in the experiment to detect the artificially created flaws in the 

specimens provided. Original pieces cut from different helicopter main rotor blades, a 

composite material cut from an original Unmanned Aerospace Vehicle (VA V) wing, and 

part of the UA V wing itself were the specimens used in the experiments. These 

specimens were donated to the NDT optical laboratory of the University of Cape Town, 

in the Mechanical Engineering Department. This section therefore outlines the procedure 

and setup used to test the specimens for defects, using Digital shearography and IRT. 

The testing was divided into five experiments: experiment number one involved the 

inspection of specimen number one. This specimen was part of the helicopter main rotor 

blade with nine artificially created flaws in it. The specimen was stressed from the far 

side (from the back) and was inspected from the front side where the defects could not be 

seen; the second experiment involved stressing the same specimen from the inspection 

side (front side). The third experiment involved soaking the whole specimen (helicopter 

main rotor blade) in the drying cabinet in order to stress it uniformly. However, in all 

these tests, the inspection was done from the front side. The objective of the tests was to 
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quantify the defects by relating the number of fringes created to the depth where the 

defect was located. Experiment number four involved the testing of BVID in a composite 

material from the UA V wing. Finally, experiment number five involved the testing of 

three different specimens: part of helicopter main rotor blade with three artificially 

created flaws and only one flaw was investigated; part of helicopter main rotor blade with 

nine artifician~ created flaws and only one flaw was investigated; the third specimen was 

part of the UAV wing with one artificially created BVID. In an these three specimens 

each flaw was stressed from the far side and the front side respectively, and each flaw 

was inspected six times. Thermal stressing using the regulated infrared lamp was used to 

stress the specimens, and the stressing times were 5 seconds, 10 seconds, and 15 seconds 

respectively. AU the defects during the testing in experiment number five were 

simultaneously exposed to shearographic and IRT testing. 

The general standard inspection procedures for shearography and IR T systems and 

equipment setup are initially discussed in the next section, and this is followed by 

descriptions of setups pertaining to each experiment. 

4.1 Digital Shearography Setup 

The equipment setup comprises the following items: 

1. A continuous wave 30mW Helium-Neon (HeNe) laser with a wavelength of 632.8nm 

and coherence length of 10Omm. A continuous wave laser is used as it is 

characterized by the continuous (steady-state) emission of coherent light at relatively 

low power. 

2. A Microsoft XP personal computer (PC) with an Intel Pentium 4 processor. Custom 

written software is installed on the computer. The PC is also fitted with a digitizer 

card and an expansion card. 

3. A PC monitor to view the fringe patterns. 

4. Tripod stand to secure the infrared lamp 

5. Test specimen in place (helicopter main rotor blade). 

6. Infrared lamp to heat the specimen. 
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7. Beam expandcr to disperse the laser light so that the entire inspection 3rc3 IS 

illuminated. 

8. Adjustable mirror to guide the la'Cr through the beam expander. 

9. Shearography unit with c3mcra. mirrors and focusing unit 

10. Additional laser 

II. magnetic stands to provide ,;upport to the specimen 

12. Vibndion l'rce optical table 

13. Counter weight to ixllance the tripod 

[' igure -1.1 shows thc cqll ipment setup with the specimen in l""itiol1. 

Fign ... 4.1: Equipmeot .etup 

Tesling Em'ironment 

The experiments took place in the optical labor3tory at the University of Cape Town in 

the Mechanical Engineering Departmcilt. The set up of the equipment W<I:; done on a 

vibration free optical t3blc. 311hough vibration isolation is not ne<:essuriiy a requiremcnt 

for she3rography. The table's surface is a 25mm stcd plate which lies Oil innated rubber 
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tubes that rests on a solid steel base. The specimen was fixed in place as long as its 

stability was not compromised. 

CCD Camera connections 

Two CCD camera cables were used. One cable supplies power to the CCD camera from 

the computer. The other cable called a Camera Link cable which connects to the frame 

grabber or digitizer card on the computer was used to transmit data from the CCD camera 

to the computer. Moreover, the Camera Link cable also transmits data from the computer 

to the CCD camera so that the gain of camera can be controlled using Graphical User 

Interface (GUI) software since the camera has a built-in look-up table (LUT) for dynamic 

range control. This arrangement permits the user to control the contrast and brightness of 

the CDD camera detector directly. 

PC start up and CCD camera focus 

When the computer is started up, the CCD camera is also switched on because the latter 

is powered by the computer, and this happens simultaneously. Once the custom software 

is opened and loaded a Windows style interface as shown in Figure 4.2, allows the user to 

view the live video of the specimen being inspected. This also permits the user to focus 

the CCD camera by adjusting the focusing controls and zoom on the closed circuit 

television (CCTV) lens. The mode controls used are: Video green button to trigger video 

motion; video pause button; video stop button; video mode for setting up specimen at 

correct shear; shear mode to capture the image; phase mode; slider for brightness; 

viewing space for created fringes and filter button. Other controls are optional to the user. 
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PaCLSe bu\lol1 

Video button 

Fi ~ure 4. 2: Windo", u .. r intorfa<e 

Phase 

~~~~i-' :Sl:i::d~,e,r for : t control 

!T-j-' Fih,,, button 

Space 
showing 
Olher 
defects 

The 'loftware controls the digitize r card. the expansiol1 card. real-lime image acquisition 

and subtraction processes for the fringe pattern generation. 

Shear Application 

Shear is eSlablished once the camera is focused. This is donc by adjusting the t\vo &CleWS 

on the miniature angle mount. The sensitivity of the inlerferometer is attained by 

increasing the amount of shear. This. however. results in the reduction 01" the maximum 
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area that can be inspected. Focusing the camera should be the priority because it is 

difficult to distinguish whether the CCD camera is focused or not when the image on the 

screen is sheared. 

Lens adjustment 

The laser is powered and the beam expander is attuned so that the laser light dispersed 

can illuminate the required area of the specimen under test. The viewed specimen's 

surface at this point will appear "grainy" due to speckle. The speckle can be made bigger 

or smaller by adjusting the aperture of the lens. Reducing the speckle size permits the 

device to detect smaller displacements. Speckle size, nevertheless, is limited by the 

resolution of the CCD camera and thus when the speckle reaches a certain size it can no 

longer be resolved. The resolution of the CCD camera is 1300 x 1030. A small test can be 

done by lightly pushing the fmger down on the vibration isolation table to determine 

whether the speckle will ''twinkle''. If the speckle (i.e. black and white spots) appear like 

they are moving around when the table is depressed, then the speckle should be able to 

detect minimal displacements. The aperture does not only affect speckle size but it is also 

adjusted so that the right amount of light will enter the detector of the CCD camera. 

However, the amount of light and speckle work together so much that, if the speckle can 

be clearly seen then that is the correct amount oflight. 

Switching to shearography mode 

The interferogram can be observed by pressing the shearography button shown on the 

windows interface on the right in Figure 4.2 above. Subsequent to pressing the button the 

software win capture or grab an image of the live video so that an "unstressed" image of 

the object can be stored in the computer. This image is used in the subtraction process to 

generate the fringe patterns. 

Switching to phase-stepped shearography mode 

Selection of the type of mode is optional. The user can either chose normal shearography 

mode or phase-stepped shearography mode. If the user wishes to use the shearography 
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mode, then this step win be skipped, but if the user wants to go into Phase-stepped 

shearography mode then the other mode will be skipped. 

Getting into Phased-stepped shearography mode requires the user to press the Phased

stepped shearography button on the right side of the viewing screen on the user interface 

shown in Figure 4.2. Phased-stepped shearography will only work if the piezo-electric 

transducer (PZT) is connected to the expansion card on the computer. The software 

controls the (PZT) by sending a binary number to the expansion card. The binary number 

is converted into a voltage by a digital to analogue converter and sent to the PZT through 

the cable that connects it to the computer so that a calibrated micro-displacement can 

occur. When the button is pressed, an image of the unstressed object is stored in the 

computer for use in the fringe generation routines. A clicking sound will then be heard as 

the PZT goes through its micro-displacements. 

Stressing the object 

The object can be stressed by using one of the following: (1) thermal stressing (2) 

mechanical stressing (3) vacuum or pressure stressing and (4) vibration stressing or 

acoustic loading. The manner of stressing is dependent on operator's choice. During 

thermal stressing, heat is provided and applied by either a hairdryer or infrared lamp for 

the stipulated or set time. Heating the surface of the object generates a thermal wave that 

propagates through the material. Defects within the material win disturb the generated 

temperature gradient and lead to localized strains and therefore the presence of a flaw can 

be identified. 

As soon as the object is stressed, fringe patterns will appear on the viewing screen. The 

computer performs the subtraction process near real-time and constantly updates the 

viewed video feed. This is due to the fact that the frame grabber is set on continuous grab 

and therefore the entire process of formation and later the degradation of the fringe 

patterns can be observed. The degradation of the fringe patterns can occur due to two 

reasons; (1) the heat supplied to the object has dissipated or (2) too much heat has been 
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provided which will cause the fringes to run over one another hence canceling the 

fringes. 

Brightness and Contrast adjustments 

This is an optional operation on the part of the user. It is done whilst stressing the object 

under inspection and when the resulting fringe patterns are viewed. This is achieved by 

moving the respective slider on the user interface shown in Figure 4.2, so that clear and 

prominent fringe patterns can be observed. The brightness and contrast slider on the user 

interface act independently of the Graphical User Interface (OUn software controlling 

the CCD camera and changes the brightness and contrast of the video feed after being 

retrieved from the CCD camera. 

Fringe pattern storage 

Fringes are captured once an indication of further creation of fringes is observed. This is 

characterized by the diminishing signs of creation of the already created fringes. The next 

thing is to pause the live viewing of the fringe patterns by pressing the pause button on 

the user interface. Then the live video which is now a frozen image can be carefully 

scrutinized or stored for later use. Windows photo editor can be used to make further 

adjustments such as cropping and auto balance to improve visibility of the overall image. 

Filtering stage offringe patterns 

In Phase-stepped shearography, once the fringe pattern is paused the user has the option 

of filtering the image by pressing the filter button on the right hand side of the interface 

shown in Figure 4.2. Before this is done the user can adjust the number of loops of the 

filter by moving the number of loops slider left or right. This prevents the image from 

becoming over filtered and hence causing vital information to be lost. Once the image is 

filtered it can also be stored for later use. 
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4.1. 1 Prep.! ration of the tes t specimen 11 0. 1 : Hcl icol" u IIIU in totnr hlade 

Nine aniticial tlaws equally spaced and with varying /law depths were created in the 

specimen. A 44 mm diameter hole-saw was used to drill the :;pecimen such that the 

carbnn-fiber skin was removed. Thc hOllC)'comb was then extracted in order to expose the 

Ilaw depth. The center distance between holes was 140 mm, and the depth of Ilaws were: 

2 mm. 5 mm. 10 mm, 13 mm, 16 mm. 30 mm. 43 mm, 57 mm and 64 mm respectively, 

and thesc are shown in Figure 4.3 below. and Ilaw depths are sho,," in Table 4.1. It 

should ulso be mentioned thut, the depth of flaw ;~ the d ;~tance from the inspect;nn ~i de 

where the naw cunnot be seen to the ~urfuce of the honeycomb. In other words the area to 

be inspected is the thickness of the honeycomb left after extracting the drilled portion to 

create the tlaw, A cross section view ofthc helicopter muin rotor blude is ulso shown in 

Figure 4.4 

Lead ing 
Edge 

Figlll'~ 4.3: IIdk"pte,- m"in ,-utu,- blade" ith nine crt'at<'d n,,,,, I'H'I",,-ed for tt"ting 
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T,ble 4. 1: Flaw cloptll., 

Flaw number Lliameter of !law (m Ill) Depth of flaw (mm) 

, 

" 
3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

6 

" 

Trnilil1g edge with 
metallic· L"elni,""Ccrncnt 

44 

" 
" 
44 

44 

44 

44 

44 

44 

2 

, 
'" 
13 

" 
3D 

43 

57 

64 

Leading edge ,,·ith 
J\luminium reinforcement 
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4.1.2 Experilll clli no. l 

..\.1.2.1 Tcst Spccilllcn I: Illspcc tion during far side bcat ing 

The specimen was positioned 235 mm away from the inlbred lamp. and the lamp \\1lS 

secured in place by using the tripod stand. Each flaw was inspected five times and the 

fringe patterns were obtained after initially stressing the flaw at the far side for one 

second. The purpose of subjecting the flaw to more than one inspection event .... 1lS to 

increase accuracy by averaging the numhcr of fringes obtained. The same procedure was 

applied to two and three seconds stressing respeet ivciy. In all the inspections. the stress 

time was controlled by a regulator. designed to CUI off the supply of infrared heat 

ilutomalically after the preset time has elapsed. In th is way the amount of heat supplied to 

each flaw \\ilS controlled. Figure 4.5 shows the setup during the lar side heating. 
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-1.1.3 EXIK!riml'nl uo.2 

4.1.3.1 Tl'st spccimcn I; I nspectiOI1 <111 ri ng 1"1"(1I1t hcating 

In order 10 quantily Ihe defecls during Ii-unl heating, it "as imperative to make some 

adjusUTIents in Ihe selliP of Ihe equipment. In vicw ur Ihis. Ihe inli-ared lamp was 

posilioned very cluse 10 thc specimen at a distance or 65 mm away rmm the inspection 

surface, and the stress time was set to 5 seconds this time. Only four ditTerent flaws were 

chosen ror Ihis test, and in order to increase the accumey in the number of fringes 

obtained, each flaw was inspeeted eight times. and the time taken to create the fringe 

patterns for eaeh flaw was recorded. Consequently the avemge time to generate the 

fringes for each flaw was recorded. l1lc tripod stand ""'lIS also adjusted lor each tlaw in 

order to accurately align tbe inli-ared lamp with the flaw position. Alignment of the flaw 

,,;th the lamp was critical so that the desired amount of heat ""'lIS received by the tlaw. 

Figure 4.6 shows the setup for experiment no.2. 

Figu ... 4..6: ['perimool III>..! 1<>1 ,p«lm.n ,.Iup 
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-1. ].4 "-:xPl'riment no.3 

-1. ].4.] Test specimen I: Uniform stressing 

The objective of this tcst was to view all the fl aws in a single video show, in orMr to 

capture 3I1d compare tk ftin!:e paitern, to the Ilaw depths. The specimen was po>ilioned 

in a heating cabinct and lellto soak in the hem for onc hour. 31 a temperature of 45°C. 

The ambient t~m!",mture at the time was 22°C. It was latcr placed on the optical table for 

testing after one hour of waking. All tilt, wtup requirement, to fulfill the objective were 

done. and as p~rt of lhe requirem~nts, the s!",cimen was adequately illuminated by using 

two IlI5Crs. Fi!:ure -1.7, i, a <kmonstmtion of lh~ specimen positioned in the heating 

cabinet with the thermometer fo r recording the s!",cimen tc mpemture in place. DitTerent 

images were then captured and ~tored by the CCD c~mem and the digitiLer in th~ PC. 

Figure 4.8, sho\\s the specimen positioned III the tablc ready for test;n!: . 

• "igo,,, 4.7: E.perime.t "0.3. Specimeo I"',itioned i. tile beatiRg cabinet 
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Fi~u'T'_ H, Speci""'" illuUliaaled by twu ta"",-• 

..j.1.5 ""'pcrimen! no.-i 

4.1.S.1 I mp:lct da ma~c tw;tin~ of l. A V ('om po~it e material 

The main objective of this test was to <k\~C\ Barely Visible Impacted Damage (BVID) in 

the composite mater ial using digital sheurography_ This WJ.S to be achieved by crcating 

artificial defects of different ntagnitudc in the ,pocimcn using the impuctor. The impact 

~vents were controlled to low magnitude so that the specimen was not penetrated and 

only imernal or barely visible damage was introduced. In ordcr to achieve diffcrent levels 

of damage. impact heights were vuricd in itiully from 180 mm to 100 mm for the fir,t 

sJlt->cim~n. In \h~ s~e<lnd spociml"l1 five BVJD were created and the impact height> vari~d 

over the rungc 260-60 mm. After impact. thc specimens were immediately inspected 

using shearography and. the fringes created were captured at intervals during the 

"rcc<lv~ry" proc~&;. 
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In shearographic testing, the amount of defonnation or strain around the defect has a 

relationship with the number or density of fringes created, and con,equently 

quantification becomes evident. Therefore, lOr the pUrp0<e 01' quantification, the fringe 

patterns created in two defecls for lhe firSI 'pecimen were observed five times ~t an 

inlerval of lhirty mmutes of cooling down, and the number of fringes cremed for e~ch 

defect was mDIlilored during lhe cooling proces<. The images were captured in phase 

mode and tbe time to capture these fringe, was recorded. For the second specimen with 

five created defects, the initial pictures showing fringes were captured and the specimen 

was left to relax for ~pproximately 15 hoors before subjecting it to further inspection. 

The specimen (panel) used for testing, was cut from part of the origmal wing of an 

Vnmanned Aerospace Vehicle (UAV). The wmg was donated to the Vniversity of Cape 

Town, NDT optical laboratory. The panel consisled of two liber glass skins <andwicbing 

a honeycomb, wilb overall dimen"ons of 304 x I 00 x 7 mm, and tbis was secured finnly 

into a fixture prior to testing. Figme 4.9 shows part 01' the original wing from wbicb the 

specimen was cut TIle setup of the expenment before impact is also shown in Figure 

4.10. Figllre 4.11 show~ the setup used to create impact damage in the ,pecllnen. 

Fib'llre 4.11 below, shows a steel mle (I) magnetized at arrow position (2) to the base 

plate (3) and vertically positioned to measure the heights from which impact dam~ge w~s 

to be initiated. The impactor (4) was held in position to coindde with the m~rked or 

circled area on top of the specimen (5).The impactor was bemispherical, 20 mm In 

diameler and weighed 0.065 kg. 1l was allowed to fall freely on the specimen and the 

defect< were created accordingly. Precautions were also taken to ensure that the specimen 

was held firmly while releasing the imp~ctor. The motion of the impactor was achieved 

by means 01' the gearing system (not sho"n in [he Jlgurc).BVID were created and [he 

specimen was ready for inspection. 
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Hgu ... 4.9: ParI of original UA V ",·ing from", bioh tbe 'peoimon w •• cnt 

10 hold fi~l url' 

I' illnro 4. to: Ie.perimon. no.4 <otup of ,b< oquipment 
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~lgHr" ~11' E'p"rin",n' " 0.4 S • • Up (0 crea •• in,,",c! 

4.2 Experiment no.5: IRT ami Shearograllhic testing 

4.2.1 Il:Ick:::round of IRT 

In this experiment the IRISYS IRI -101 I Thennal Imager was used simultanoously with 

~karographic system during the testing of the rul!owing specimens: part uf helicopter 

m~in rotor bl:lde with three artiflci31ly created flaws aoo only onc flaw was invcstigated; 

part of helicopter main rulOr bl:lde with nine artificially created flaws and nnly vne flaw 

v"as investigated; the third specimen was part nf the UAV wing with nne artificially 

cre~t~d BVJD. IRISYS JRI Thenn~1 Im~ger 1011 has <0 Elr been considered ~ modem 

lhcrmal imager product. and is currcmly popular among profcssional users including the 

military. It is handy and very similar in size 10 a digital slill camera. Tlis imagcr 

incnrporates devices such as: detectvr. drive electn)(1ics. optical modu latnr. laser poinlcr 

and four standard nr rcchargt'~ble balleries [761. Pnwer can alsn be suppli~d from an 
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external DC 5upply. Th~ system includes an optional pistol grip handle (not shown in the 

figure) which holds tk 'Pock~t PC' 3S a combined processing. display un it and image 

storage device. As an option, the output orth~ imager can be shown and processed in real 

time using a PC, and tcmp<..'1'aturcs can be prccisdy measured. Figure 4.12 shows the 

picture of the IRISYS IRI 1011. [ktaUs of the ~quipmenl are pres~nted in subs\.'·qucnt 

sections. 

Laser iJutton Switch 'On/Off' Lrlls 

Figur<' 4.12: IRIS\'S lRI -lUll Tllt ... ",,\ I''''' g''· ]"61 

·U.Z An ovcrYicw of lRI SYS IRI -1011 ollenltion 

It has been r~ported lhal, the IRISYS lRI -I 011 Th~rmal Im3J,'Cr has be~-n developed from 

lhe successful IRISYS lRI lool hand he ld industrbl thcnnal imager. using the well

proven IRISYS proprielary infrared array based detector (ABD) system. The technology 

used is comparable to the single-e lemcnt passive infrared (PlR) dclectors used in 

~'Yeryday security, alarm and motion sensing syst~ms. 11 has 30 inlcgmled circuit mouot~d 
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ceramic detector which generates a 256 pixel real-time temperature display, and this 

eliminates completely the need for sophisticated and costly cryogenic cooling [77]. An 

optical system projects the external scene on to the detector array, enabling the 

temperature at each of the 256 pixels to be accurately measured at a rate of eight times 

every second, over a range from -10 to +300C, over a 20 degree field of view, with a 

sensitivity of 0.5K at 30C. 

An option to display the thermal images can be made to either use Grey scale, Red-blue 

or Green-blue color. In this experiment the Red-blue color option was used. Two 

moveable temperature measurement cursors are also available to evaluate the temperature 

anywhere in the thermal image. Both individual and temperature difference values are 

displayed and over one thousand (1000) images can be saved to the pocket PC for 

retrieval or downloading to a PC [77]. 

4.2.3 Components of the IRI 1011 Thermal Imager 

The successful operation of the IRI 1011 Thermal Imager depends on the following 

components: the hardware, using the laser pointer, using the IRI 1011 Thermal Imager 

with a "Pocket PC', and using PC Software-IRISYS 1011 Imager. These components are 

discussed in the following section. 

Hardware 

The IRI 1011 system is designed for use with a 'Pocket PC' and the imager is connected 

through an RS232 serial sync cable. The IRI 1011 has an 'on/ofT switch, while the 

'Pocket PC' has a separate power switch. 

Using the Laser Pointer 

This feature is used to anow the operator to illuminate and identify the centre of the scene 

that the Thermal Imager is viewing. When the IRI 1011 unit is switched 'ON', the laser 

button can be pressed to view the position of the scene under investigation. 
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The illumination of the area of interest to be viewed is usually by default temperature 

measurement pixeL The later is the centra l point on the 'Pocket PC' which is indicated by 

a red circle, Figure 4.13 shows a scrcenshot of IRISYS 1011 Imager 'Pocket PC' and 

some other important features ofa 'Pocket PC' , 

V . raul! 
L.,"r Piwl 

Tempe"aIH'-' 
,1]'-' 0'-and 
Cot "'polldiDg 
r.mp • .-al".-" 
j-~'-'"Jia~ 

I . luper . ttlre 
Rnn2~ 

s"],,,.d 
T .mp .r~lll'" 

R",,~. 

T. mp • .-alut·. 
rliff~r~uc. b~tW.'D 
tI • • two , . 'ocl.d 
temp ... alun 
Cur. OI ' 

Pock.1 PC B" rt~IT 

lDrlitM Or 

}'i20'" 4. 1.J: Scroonsl",t ofiRbYS l DIi "ug~r ' Pocko, PC' Sofh.-nco )781 

An indication OftllC pixel dimension is given by the icngth of the laser bar. and in order 

for the IRISYS 101 I to provide a precise temperature reading, the minimum urea of the 

picture being viewed must be u square that lotally wrrn\l",1 lhe Ia,er bar. This therefore 

makes the Ia,er pointer uscl"l for achieving the maxim\lm viewing range of the IRISYS 

101lin specific applications. 

Using tile IRIS rS lOll Thermal Imager lVitll a 'Pocket PC' 

In this experiment. the IRISYS 10 II Thermal Imager was used with the 'Pocket PC and 

was run On Microsoll 'Pocket PC" 2002. The 'Pocket PC" was used to display, process 
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and store snapshots ofthennal images. In order to display the snapshots from the 'Pocket 

PC' onto the PC, ActiveSync was installed on the PC and communicating with the 

'Pocket PC'. 

4.2.4 Software Button Operations 

This section discusses some important software buttons used within the IRISYS 1011 

Imager software. The discussion is with reference to Figure 4.13 above. 

Grab 

This button takes a snapshot of the currently displayed image. The user decides whether 

to save the image or not. Choosing 'No' implies that the snapshot taken has to be 

discarded and hence prompting the user to return to live mode. If an image has to be 

saved, then the option has to be 'Yes' and the image is thus stored for future use. 

Auto 

This button operates in two modes: ''ticked box" Continuous Auto, and Unticked box" 

continuous Auto, In "ticked box" Continuous Auto mode, the temperature range and 

sensitivity of the image for ease of viewing is continuously adjusted, where as in 

Unticked box" continuous Auto mode the 'Auto' button can be used to switch 

continuous Auto on or off. In the 'Unticked box" continuous Auto, the 'Auto' button is 

used in a one shot mode i.e. each time the button is pushed it will automatically adjust the 

temperature range and sensitivity for the present scene. 

Tools 

This feature provides access to the following: image label, where the user can enter their 

own selected name for saved snapshot; image folder where the user can set the path 

directory to which snapshot images are saved; ambient (>C), where the user can set the 

ambient temperature and the software compensates for this to give more accurate 

temperature readings. This is, however, limited to 200°C. Calibration is yet another 

setting, and if there is more than one calibration file available for the imager, the user can 
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select the appropriate file from this box. For one calibration file, this selection box may 

not be displayed; setting the correct emissivity for the material being imaged is important 

to achieve the accuracy of temperature readings. Hence emissivity is another image label 

found in the tool's button. The number of image frames to be integrated can be set to 

'Integration OEF' or up to 10 frames using the integration label. This function reduces 

"noise" on the image and it is turned off when imaging a moving scene. Other features in 

the tools button are 'interpolate', '2nd Element' and 'continuous Auto' details of which 

can be found in the user manual. 

4.2.5 Snapshot transfer from a 'Pocket PC' to a PC 

Microsoft ActiveSync must be installed to be able to transfer Snapshot images from the 

'Pocket PC' to a PC. From the file menu in ActiveSync "Explore" is selected and this 

opens a "Mobile Device" window. A double click is made on "My Pocket PC' and then a 

'double click' is made fmally on "My Documents" and eventually the Snapshots are 

selected. The Snapshots are then copied to a suitable folder on the PC for future use. 

4.2.6 Experiment no.5: testing procedure 

This section describes the experimental procedure used during the testing of the 

following specimens: part of helicopter main rotor blade with three artificially created 

flaws and only one flaw was investigated; part of helicopter main rotor blade with nine 

artificially created flaws and only one flaw was investigated; the third specimen was part 

of the UAV wing with one artificially created BVID. Digital Shearographic and IRT 

techniques were simultaneously used in the testing of the specimens. The shearographic 

system was positioned on the laboratory's optical table facing the test specimen and 

connected to the personal computer. The IRISYS IRI 1011 system was mounted on the 

tripod stand with the camera also facing the specimen as for example figure 4.15. The 

laser pointer from the IRISYS IRI 1011 system camera was used to locate the IRT 

camera viewing the exact surface position where the flaw existed beneath it. 
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The testing procedure for each flaw in the specimens was done sequentially; the first 

sequence involved capturing the first image (i.e. a reference image for the Shearographic 

r system) when the specimen was at room temperature conditions. The specimen was 

heated and both images i.e. (The IRT and shearographic) were stored while displaying 

the typical hot spot and bull's eye respectively and both indicating the presence of the 

flaw. Because the intention of this test was to establish a comparison of "sensitivity" of 

the two systems, the specimens had to be left to return to room temperature. This was 

.dictated by the fact that when storing the initial shearographic image it cancelled the 

reference image. Therefore the procedure had to be repeated and the specimens were 

allowed to cool down to room temperature again under observation, for the evidence of 

which system continued to display the presence of the defect while the other no longer 

indicated it. 

Each specimen was thermally stressed from the back and front side for a specific time, 

and each flaw was inspected six times. The stress times used were; 5 seconds, 10 

seconds, and 15 seconds respectively. Typical arrangements of the specimen used in the 

experiment are shown from Figure 4.14 to Figure 4.16. Figure 4.14 for example is the 

setup for a VA V specimen containing the BVID defect. The results of the tests are 

presented in chapter five of the thesis. 
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figure 4. 14: UA Y ."",·in'oo ,,,ntlliJling tho ll\'[I) ddoct 

Figure 4.15 belDw ShOll\> the SClUp Df the helicDpter l11ail1 1""tDt" blade "ith three 

artificially created flaws and the middle flaw as shDwn in tl,e figure", 3S investigated. The 

tigure shows the specimen positioned for far side heating. 
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Shearographic System's Optical head 

Figure 4.15, Ildicopler m.i~ col"r blade "itll lkrcc ,,,·(ifi<i"M), <fe"led n",,', 

Figure 4.16 below shows the setup ofthc helicopter main rotor blade with nine art fidall)' 

created tluws and the flaw investigated is sho\\lll in the figure. 

Flu>' inspcctcd 

Figure 4. 16, I I .Hoopt« nl"iR r<>lor bl"1I< "il~ oi"~ "1·lifici"lIy <f<~l.d Ibo, .. 
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CHAPTERS 

5 Results and analysis 

5.1 Digital Shearographic test results 

5.1.1 Experiment no.1 test results: test specimen no. 1 

Specimen 1, with defects at various depths from the inspecting surface, was tested using 

digital shearography. The software was set to real-time mode so that the response of the 

specimen to stressing could be observed almost instantaneously. The tests were carried 

out using horizontal shear. In other words shearing was along the x-axis. The results are 

presented and analyzed in subsequent sections. 

5.1.1.1 Test specimen no. 1 thermally stressed at the far side for one second 

The seven fringe patterns shown in Figure 5.1(a)-(g), are typical results obtained whilst 

inspecting the defects from the near surface of the specimen, where the defects could not 

be seen. Each flaw was inspected five times and the patterns were obtained after 

thermally stressing the flaw at the far side for one second. The purpose of subjecting the 

flaw to more than one inspection event was to increase accuracy by averaging the 

maximum number of fringes obtained before they began to disappear again due to the 

cooling of the specimens. The same procedure was applied to two and three seconds 

thermal stressing respectively. 
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!:oj 2.,,,11 dCI'd, tb) IJ '11111 .kpfb IC) 16 ""n 'll-plll 

(d) JO mm .Jeplh (l'J 43 mm d"llllI (05711111' <.i\:pl h 

(II,) U4 mill deplll 

The prcscncoe and localioo of Ihe dcl"cl;tlIlIf'I< elrarly idnTli li.:d by the fwni li:u- Moollbk 

buJl's ~'CM. The nWllber or rring~s IlI"Owld a defect usually indkutcs the amphtlllk of the 

localiLed dis-pJlI(:cmcnl induced, lllld 11li~ is influelle~d hy tile depth alld size of the deI"'~t. 

J-iowev<:r, the N!ii~ lar cornpuriooll of depth or si~ of &fcc\s ~lIds on "heth« the 

dt-I«ts OR' pMurbed uniformly lar tiu: _nc lim". \1 ~al1 be obsefvcd that lit" paltcrns UR: 

ellurncteriLetl either by an incrc8S¢d lOr r~tM:cd number o r liinllcs, as un irldic.uion of the 

pr=erlCC und lo~ati<>11 or /hoe defect.. rdutivc to its dos.:OCS5 \n the i.,>peCICd ~lrl·"ce. 
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5. 1.1.2 Spi'<:in) ~ M QQ. I Iberm ... lJy )Ircssctl "I 1 be lil r )jtlc fo r 2 ""COLlt:l~ 

Figure 5.2 (a}-{g) shows too pvCl'UgC'd fringe paltems obt..1iTl!,,-d aRer ~Ire:s~mg tlK: 

~pecimen for (wo ~eco nds. It shotll d be obsern:J that. tho;: numbt:r or fringes iflCNascd til! 

each flaw as comp:lrCd to" OIl~ .>Cc,)f1d stress inspo.!(:tioo. This :Jlso suggests lh~t the more 

stn:S\i you apply to the specimen, lh~ mHO: fringe.; ynu cxpttt. 

(h) 13 mm depth (e) 16 111m depth 

(1:) 64 ",1\1 depth 
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Figure ~u (a)-(g). st",w~ the n~cr.ll:cd fr;nlo't' p:lIlerns "ht~;ncd :l lkr slrelosi llg the 

"JlCcimen ri)1" th ree SCC<M1JS. 

(u12 nom d~rth (I»]J mill dqltb (~) 16 ",m deplh 

(c).U ,,"" dept h ( I) S7 "'tI, d"l,tlo 

<I;) Co .. mill deplh 
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:-.1.1 .... Va 1;, ,'o!lcc(cd and ~nl ph;('" I pl"c~l'nta tioll of i n,pectinn 

Table 5.1, sho\.\-s (he datu collected for the avemge number of fringc5 und thc 

corresponding depths for each fluw. The result5 are rcprescnt~d in gr<lp/lical form a5 

depicted in Figure 5.4. 

T" b(e 'I. (: ""''' bOI' of fdug"" ., " fonction of depth of d.f« t 

-- --- - -
Depth of defcct Fringl'S in 1 Fringes in 2 Fringes in 3 

(mm) second of stress seconds of stress seconds of stress 
, 4 6.5 '1.5 

, U ; 3 , 
" .. _- ._ .. ---- - - --

16 2.6 4.'j 7 .. '" 

30 2 " ~.) 5 
----, 

43 1.75 3 4 

,-. , 1.5 2.5 , -, 3 .. 
._- --

64 I 1.8 3 
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Digital shearography inspection 

graphs: helicopter blade(far side heating) 

• Stress lor 1 sec----

Expal. (St res s IT 2 s ec .) _ 

• 

• Stress br 2 sec, 

EK~m ,Stress 10 ' J sec .{ 

,bpoo (St res s lor t sec.) 

, - -fl-.-
, .- • 

, . 
; -, - - ..... 0 -.-. --
c - --

2U 

Depttl of defeet(mm) 

II'lg.,"< 5.4: ~uJll l>er offriM gos a," fu"..oi"" "I' Mpth 

5. 1.2 El"perimeot 00.2: Specimen DO. 1 thermally stressed from rront side 

In order to quantify the derects in the selected flaw' in the 'jlCcimen, there wa, need to 

capture a predetermined number of fringes f,,,. each flaw and thus a different test ing 

procedure W<l' used. This time th~ infrared lamp was !Xlsitioned 65 mm <lway !Tom the 

Iront sur/ace of the specimen. Four flaws of di!Ter~'J1! depths were chosen from lhe 

specimen for <lnalysis, and each W<I' stressed for 5 secotKIs and inspected eight times. 

Again the nu mber of inspections done on each flaw was to enhance the accur,Icy in the 

number of fringes obtained, and hence <In <lveruge time for <Ill the eigh!! .. ,!, was Il<lted 

lOr each flaw. As usual. the inspection was done fT(~n the near surface whe~ the flaws 

could not be ,em. It musl he men lioned thal !oo average time indicated is the time it took 

to capture the predetermined nwnb~'1" of fringes pcr flaw. The four fringe patterns shown 

in Figure 5.5 (a)-(d), are typic~1 resu lts obbincd for this inspection. 
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Ill) 2 [lIH1 depth (h) U mm dcpth 

(q..jJ mill depth (d) (,..j mm dcpth 

Fi~y,.., 5. 5; (aHd); Fring~ pu"oro> d~~ to frollt boatillg 

Table 5.2 sho,,",s the datu cullected l"or Ihis test. For convenience. the defects or nllWS 

were labeled ("rom I to 9 and each number corrcsp<:lllds to II specific depth as shown in 

table 5.2. 
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Table 5.1: Depth of defect as a f"nctio. of ave'·.ge tim~ in s<co.d, 

~ ~ 

Defect numb~r Corresponding Av~rage time taken 

depth of dt'ft'ct to captnre fringes 

(mm) in each flaw 

(,eeonds) 
~~~ 

.. _ ... - .. __ . 

~ I 2 74.135 

2 ~ 

._ .. , 
~ ~ 

-~ 

4 13 64.01 , 
5 ~ ~ ! 

- ~--~~ .. -----
6 ! 

'--1 
~ ~ 

7 , 43 59.4 

8 ~ ~ 

1-- 9 64 49.9 
~ 

A graphical presentation orthe data collected for the test (front heating) is shown in 

:rigure 5.6 below. 

00 

f 
"~ 

D;",;t~1 "hu,ography In .. p octlon, helicopter main rotor 
bl~de (front h n t;"y) 

, 

1 
l=- I ~ 

! 

Fi~~,.., 3. 1: A graphical pre,elltalion of .,'er.ge time ,",""us dof«! nu IlIbu 
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5.1.3 Re8uifs 01' experiments 

5.1.3.1 Experiment no.1; Specimen no. 1 thenlla lly stressed from fa r ,ide 

Whcn the specimen is heated from the fur side, the heat generated encounters the flaw 

much quicker and therefore gets localized faster as it fwther propagates through the 

materiaL There is less background noise during back heating (far side), and therefore the 

munber of fringes created is fewer as opposed to when the specimen is front heated. 

Moreover, the liinges created, are of good quality and even, as compared to those created 

through front heating. The number of fringes created is also related to the depth of the 

flaw, and this can be observed from Figure 5.1(a)-(g), where the 2 mm defect depth, 

shol'ill in figure 5.1(a), has more fringes than the other flaw depths. It should also be 

mentioned that. according to the design of the flaws in the specimen, Ihe 2 mm flaw is 

along the trailing edge of the helicopter blade and much of the honeycomb had 10 be 

rem;)ved in order to obtain the desired flaw depth. This resulted in exposing the carbon 

fiber skin of !he blade through which localization of heat took place. This implied that, 

the heal generated had direct contact with tbe carbon liber skin and thus many fringes 

where created fusler for this particular flaw. Figure 5.7 below (viewed from the top), 

shows the flaw positions (n) and (b) in red colour, and the heat flow through and aroWld 

thcm The blue boundary line represents the assumed thickness for the specimen. 
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Carlx}f] fiber Sjin (front side) H 

Frout side of spcdmcu 

cycomb 

i , I 

'1111 
( al 

1 1 i uacJ'SitlCOfSPC~imcl1i rhl t 1 
Q - Heat applied from the back side ofspecimcn as shown b~ arroWS. 

The flow ofheal is ;ni!iall~ linear before encountering the flaw. 
Direction ofhcal changes on conroe! with flaw. Results for defects (a) 
and (b) arc shown in the images below . 

• "Igur. 3.7: (~) Typical r"i,,~os fOI" Mfect n.aror to ob~ ... ec. (b) Typical fdng.> fur d.r.<t 

r"r(ho" from oh,en'el". 

For a "deeper !law", the thickness oftbe honeycomb when measured from the inspection 

surface is obviously larger, and the heat has to filter through this thicker r()lion or the 
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honeycomb before encountering the inspection surface. This implies that the heat 

dissipates or degrades through the thickness of the honeycomb core from the flaw to the 

inspection surface. Thus the temperature at the surface is not high enough to create a 

large number of fringes. Consequently fewer fringes are created for a "deeper flaw". 

Figures 5.1(b)-(g) shows the trend of fringe pattern creation in relation to the depth of 

flaw, with the "deepest flaw" having the least number of fringes. Based on these fmdings, 

it is therefore, possible to quantify the depth of a defect or flaw during the inspection 

process. 

5.1.3.2 Experiment no.2: Specimen no.1 thermally stressed from front side 

During front heating, flaw manifestation is more complex, and there is considerable 

background noise generated in the image of the surface being inspected. Initially, the heat 

generated permeates through the carbon fiber skin, and then through the honeycomb 

matrix before encountering the flaw. The core beneath the surface acts as a conduit 

accelerating the rate of heat propagation toward the flaw space. When the heat flow 

reaches the "delamination" it slows down as it encounters a less conductive medium. It is 

only then that the build up of heat in the space between skin (inspection surface) and 

depth of flaw begins to increase affecting the surface temperature and hence the creation 

of fringes. For de laminations very near the inspection surface the build up of heat is faster 

hence the creation of large number of fringes at the beginning of the process. By the time 

the deeper flaws begin to manifest their presence the ones near the surface have cooled 

down and show reduced number of fringes. The shapes of fringes also are not as even, 

compared to those created by back heating. 

The procedure, however, in terms of quantification of defects or flaws is similar in both 

cases. In this case, "smaller depths" from the inspecting surface, produces more fringes 

initially than deeper ones and this can be confirmed by the results obtained in Figure 

5.5(a)-(d). This is also graphically represented in Figure 5.6 above. Figure 5.8 in the top 

view, is an illustration of the heat flow through the specimen, and the resulting fringes 
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created during front heating. Thc dcpth of thc dcfect i~ measured from thc front side of 

the specimen. 

Q = IIcu! applied on inspection side (front sidc) of specimcn 

J j J ,! j j j J 
,-'--, 

I 

Bud;: sidc of SpCci UI CIl 
(i)Trapped hem 
in the honcycomb. 
resulting in llIore 
and uneven fringes as 
shown in (a) below. 

(ii) Hcat is conductcd 
in honcycomb before it 
en~ounters the defect, 
resulting in WlCyen fewcr 
fringes ~hown in (b) belo'W. 
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5.1.3.3 .:xpcrim~nt no.3: Sp~cimcn no. 1 th~rmlll1y strc",cd uniformly 

The !law depths were numbered from 1 to 9. to correspond to their respective deplh sizes 

as discussed earhcr. Initially. a lugh concentration of fringes was observed lrom Ilaws 1, 

2,3, and 4 as seen in Figl1r~ 5.9. These were lh~ shallow Ilaws and lh~ l'nnge patlenlS 

were captured as lhey l"ormo:1. II was obviously nol possihle 10 see all lhe Ilaws d early 

during the fIrSt video show because of variations in the lemperature dilTerences between 

the flaws, whil.h w~re d~pend~nl on Ih~ Ilaw depth. and lheTel()re lhe cooling rales were 

different. Other flaws slart~d showing fringes after refr~shing lh ~ vid~o. This was, 

hewe\'er, el'pel.ted espel.ially Irom deepeT Ilaws (more malenal). By lhen Ilaws 1, 2, and 

3, in Figllre 5.10, showed a diminished number of l'ringes as mmpared 10 Ihe reSl of lhe 

Ilaws. On the other hand, fringe patterns for flaws 1, 8, and 9 became more \'isible after 

furtheT cooling. 

Armmaly 
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Fi~ur" 5.10: Fring<!' -,.mm. forn.". 7, 8. arKl 9 <Iearly vlslbl~ 

Fi~u ... 5.. 11: Fbw. I , 2, ., d , d.)ictin~ .. <du«d numh~l- oj' j'.-ing"' 

There were some dist(lrtions in tht ma tc:ill \\-hich were revealed by shearography dunng 

the initial stages of fringe cr~ a~i:JI1. lhis is d..mn- onstrated by anomaly 1 and 2 shown in 

Figure 5.9 above. Thi, is also m indicalion of -:he sensitivity of digital shearography 10 

flaw detection. A large portior_ along fllws 7, 8, and 9 in Figure 5.9, near the leading 
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edge of the blade, shows a distorted pattern, and hence the fringe patterns around these 

flaws are not as dear as was expected. However, after further cooling, a different picture 

of fringe patterns free from distortion was exposed. This is clearly illustrated in Figure 

5.10 and Figure 5.11 above. The reduced number of fringes for flaws 1, 2, and 3, was 

expected after further cooling. This was due to small temperature difference taking place 

around each flaw. In other words, the flaw depths are smaller, hence lesser amount of 

material as compared to those with large portions of honeycomb. This therefore results in 

their inability to create further fringes, later during the cooling down period. 

5.1.3.4 Experiment no.4: Impact damage testing of VA V composite 

A preliminary investigation was conducted during the experiment and several samples of 

the same material were initially inspected for artificially created BVID, before carrying 

out inspections on the actual test specimens. It was discovered that the material could not 

retain the created damage permanently in some instances. Initially, Shearography did 

reveal very vividly the "defects" created immediately after impact without any stressing 

(thermal or otherwise) and it was possible to count the number of fringes created within 

these first few minutes of inspection. The situation, however, was different once the 

specimen had relaxed from the impact after a longer time. The initially recorded image 

of fringes depicting the familiar "double bull's eye" was not visible again as expected 

when the specimen was thermally stressed. It clearly showed that, the material recovered 

from impact to a large extent as long as the skin material was not cracked or perforated. 

Based on the observations made above, it became apparent that, the relaxation time of the 

material could be monitored with a view of establishing the BVID threshold. The first 

specimen was therefore, prepared and two BVID were created at different heights. The 

specimen was then inspected six times at intervals of thirty minutes while the material 

appeared to self recover or heals itself. The results obtained are presented in table 5.3 

below. 
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Capturi.g time Nllmbcr of NUlnl.N:rof 

In~p'-'C.jon oHringes in rringt.'lI frioilt» 

T.I~n·,II~ pbasl' Cllplu",d for Cap.ured ror 

modl'(secoods} dd,,<;' .... e (22 tlcr • ..:I ..... (14 

tn •• hfil:ht) IDnl hcill:~l) 

, J() .5 .'i ., 
, 

~7J , , -, 541 ; ., 
4 '" 5 4 

, 1258 < 4 

" 
1656 ; 4 

It ~Id be notO<d tllat d~ring the relaxation J'<'ri<'d ofthr.,., houC'i (i.~. ~L'( OOs<:rvuti0ll5, 

OIle half hour (10 mlol apart) the arbill"W"y clI,'i~ <"I f obsc""ing the ~n:!ltiOIl uf foor 

fringt"llo yid ded cv~ in~tc:I5ing tim~ pcTIild. F<"It c., .. mple initially Iht r:lte tor rct.:ovtl) 

(TUm I~ impact is \'\;ty fast in that il IlIkcs 30.5 Seconds to produce four fringes. In 

contrnst alter the IOlltlh int~rva l (i.~. 2 hour.; inl" Ihe le,l) the rate of rela..~3!ion has been 

cun~iderably redueed Dnd it look 897 =nd~ t" pruduee 4 frinh'C' again. After capturing 

,he last image, the specimcn wa~ left to fela.";: funhcr.:\I\d only Sllbj~..:tOO \I,) .hc~rul!l"9phic 

in~iun by thamal inspe.:tion .. n the foiluwillg day. ·Ibe images c" pturod on thill d" y. 

did n.ot, howr\Cl". produce the sante' numbc-r of frill¥<'" or for that OI."II1<:r the cilaroctmstic 

bull"s eye as ,IDoWIl i.u tigllre 5.12 and 5.13. A gr.;phicill pr~Il1:11ion uf the dala.s.howll in 

tablc 5.3 is showll in Fi¥~re ~.14 . The graph !oUggcst~ tim! after prolonged relaxillion, 

more lime would be required 10 create a (ch<.t~,,) "sign ificant" number (II" Iring~s, and 

lhe:;c fringes "ere likely 10 reduce significantly to ~ flI',inl whcre it may ll(,1 be: possible or 

b:.n::ly sec the damage. p:lrticularty the "flaw" cr~~tcd by impact 

In ord~r to study th..' bclla ... ior of tlIC' specimen's material 10 imp.tct , anu ther SpeCi""",n 

"as prepurcd with live aVID iUlroouccd from fi~c different impact heil:hl ~.11~ images 
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obtained after the speelITlCn h3d relaxed for approximately 15 hOlll'll are pre~~'llted in 

Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16 respectively. The dcsignalion~ A and R in the image~ refer to 

defect.\; with live and lour Ii-inges in the len lohe resp~...,tively. Th<.l imago with Ics> 

number of Ii-ioges (B) had re,cived lesser impxl. 

fi~u ... S.12: I'ha,~ friDg .. <aptu,..,d ini'inLly (I" in,p.c'ioo int.r>~l) c,.at.d duing 30.SO ,oe 

Fij:ue ~.lJ: Phase filto,' f01" f,iogos ~, i~ Fig"'o ~.I.l. 
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Impact testing of UAVspecimen: Digital shearography 
inspection 

._ ~hase mode - Unear (Phase mcde) I 

20C1] 

o 1500 -
w-
E ~ 

:;:; ~ 1000 -
~. 
c w 
";: C> 
, c -.-
~.::: 
o 

, 

o i v I 

-500 1 __ ,-' __ --'1_ 1 4 

Inspection intervals 

5 

1-
! , 

Figure 5.15 below silows thc image captured on a spccimcn lhat wa, suh.i~c.lcJ to 

different imp:lct levels, was len to relax anJ jinally thermally slres,ed to rev~al if allY 

Jamag-c was permancnt. Tahle 5.4 slll,w, lile illlpac.t levds A ~, F. 

Table' 5.4: ln'paot 10,"1. A t() [ 

lmp'lct position Impact height (mm) 

A ~61l 

" "6 

C 166 

" "0 
E 61l 
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At position 'E' (Figure 5.15) you can hardly soc the fringes, hUlthere is ~lill i.lI1 indic.rtion 

of the po~i\ion or impal1. Position 'E', appllllrs 10 be, the threshold for BVID in this 

experiment. Interestingly, the fluw at position 'A' (with highest imp;l~t) i~ not signifi~unt 

in Figure 5.15. This, h{mcyer, is rcyeulcd by the 'kink' .rt 'A' in Figure 5. 16(see circkd 

spot) after further phase filtcring. 

Fig.,. 5. 15: Ph.," filtered i"'''ge' OR oppli<atioa of h •• t stre,si"g 

Fieure 5. 16: .'h.se filto .. d imago, .ftor ...,fr""bing ond duriug f.rtber <uuli,,~ uflbc specimcn .,hQ" n 

in fi~ul" 5.15 
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Sp!'cirnen; UAV wing wilk BVID,front kl'atingjor 5 seconds 

The re~ults for lhi~ type of in~p~>ctjol1 are shown ill Figure 5.17 und Figure 5, 18 

~'jgYr" 5.17: (0) .1 RJSYS system: (b) S~""ro~r.pbic sySlclU 

(hj I'ri""" P"UOI'll ,ftot' "")Iill~ 

Figure 3.13: (D) IItlSI'S sy.lem; (b) Sh..,rograpbic _'y_,lem 
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Spednl('II: UAV wing wifh BVID,fronf /iellfingfor 10 seconrls 

Typical result\; ure shown in Figure 5, I <} und Figure 5.20 

Fig" H' O. j ,!; (0) IRI ~'J'S syswm; (b) Shoor"~ l'aphi< 'y,tom 

(a! No 'h"t 'p" (' af, ,']" """ri,," 

fi~u'" 3.2U: (~) IRI S'J' S sl·,t~m; (bl Sho.rO!:nlphio 'ystem 
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Specimen; UAV wing wilh BVID,/ron/ healing/or 15 seconds 

Typical resu lts ~re shown ill Figure 5.21 and Figure 5.22 

(oj 'Hot 'J>OI' after h.ali"~ 

~J~urc 5. 21: (a) IRJSYS 'plon,; (bj Sh~o"'g'"llphic '~"IClll 

(oj No 'hot 'p<>t' lm"~" after «H)ling 
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Specimen; UAV wing with BVID,jar side heating/or 5 seconds 

Typical re~u l lS are sho'''' in Fib'Urc 5.23 and Figure 5,24 

(a) ' l1 ot .pot' .ft.r ho,ting (b) Shearn ','a hie 'fdn '. alt<m' 

!" ; ~ u n' ~, 2.1: (a) IRISYS O}'Stcm; (il) She" ' "(I~ l'.phk ,y,tom 

(ll) r">o 'h oi 't)()l' lma~e .ftcr oooline (~) l'rin~o p.Uorn .fle,' c",,!i~l< 

H~u,.., 3,24: (a) JR1SYS s)"st<ru; (b) Sbl'amg,'aphk .y.tem 
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Specimen: UAV wing wilh BVID,/ar side heoling/or 10 _,ecowls 
Typical resu\l, ar~ ,h()wn in Figure 5.25 and Figure 5.26 

(0) '110' "1)01' .flor h.alin~ 

~ Igu'x> 5.25: (.) IIUSYS 'J .Iom, (b) Sho"n'gmphie 'y,l.m 

(.) "10 'hn. 'pnt' Im.~. "ner«lolin (b) Frlneo poUO'"" afte'· <ooIi .. ~ 
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Specimen: E4 V",ing ",iIIl BVID,far side healingjor 15 seconds 

Typical results arc shov,n in I'igure 5.27 und I'igure 5.28 

(a) 'Uot orot' on .. h.olin~ (~) Sh.aroernpbi. 'frinee pauern' 

. ·;eUI"< 5. 27: (a) IR IS VS sySl.IH, (II) Sheam~.ophjoy.l.m 

(a):'IIo "hoi 'f"'t' Image afl.r<"(JuliD~ (b) .·rill~e paner" an .. coolin~ 

Fj~u..., 5. 28: (a) IIUSYS 'ystcm, (b) She"ro~raphk .y"om 
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Specimen: Helkopler bl<,de with 3 de/eclS./ar side heating/or:; s"c 

Typical rcsults arc shown in Figurc 5.29 and Figure 5.30 

(b) Sbearu -rol,h;< ·rriue. poncr))' 

Figure 5. 29: (.) I KIS\'S s~"cm: Ib) Shc.",graphic 'y,lcm 

(0) ~o 'hot spot" Imae. arlor <ooline (b) 1J0~blc bull's .ye .hcr <ootin~ 

Flg.,·e 5. 30: (.) IRISYS .y.lo.,: (b) Sbo. ruer"I']II •• ysccm 
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Specimen: Helkopl<!f hlade with 1 d<!fed~',/ar ~ide heot/liIt/or 10 ~'ec 

Typical result s are shown in figure 5.31 and Figure 5.32 

198'C 

(.) '1101 ",M' .ficr "."jlg 

Figu,-. 5. 3 I : (al IRISY~ "y",en,: (b) S~a,.o~rop~ir s}"tcm 

1·lma~".l\cr'·(I(llill~ (b l)OUblo b"lI', 0 0 oflor <oolin 

~'gUrt 5. 32. (~) I RISYS ' y".m: (b) Sh.arognlphic ')"" "" 
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Spl!cimen: Helicopter hlade witll J defl!cls,far .• idl! helltil/gji" 15 sec 

Typical results are sho\\n in figure 5.33 and Figure 5.34 

(a) 'Hul > ol'· aflor h"Ui"~ (b) SJ,.or<l~ntphir 'I rin~,' I,ollern' 

(~) r<.o 'bo' .pot' Jm.~o afto,' <ooIin~ (h) I)""bl, ""',., ~.~ ,fler <oolin~ 

Fi~.,,, S. 34, (a) IIU"YS .)'.Iom, (h) Sll"")," ~ J""rhic ')''''", 
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Spl'cimell; IIcficopler bl<,dc with 3 deft!cl.,',front heating for 5.,ec 

Typical results are shown in Figure 5.35 and Figure 5.36 

(a) "Uot > t· an ... h.aliJle 

Fig., .. ~. 35: (0) J IUS\·S '~'t.m: (b) Sbcamgropbk .~,to", 

(0) 1\0 'bot .pot' lmo~o .rt"'«I"I;.~ 

~lb'1lro s. 3(0: (al IRISYS ,)'Stom: (b) Shonrographk ,) .. to,. 
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Specimen: lIeficopter blade with J ,k/ects,/ronl heating/or 10 ~'ec 

Typical results arc shown in Figure 5.37 and Figllre 5.38 

(0) "11 01. oj" aftn b.atin. (b) Sh.aro~'·aphic 'flingo !latten," 

Fig" '"0 5.37: (.) TRISYS ")"1.,,,, (b) Sh<:""gr.phic 'y,loJl] 

(0) No 'hol spol' Im.gc .f{cr .oolin~ (b) Douhle hull" <)'e ."or cooling 

Figure ~.3H: (a) I RISYS "Y'lem; (b) Sheal"Ogr.pbic 'j"5tem 
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Specimen; Helicopter blade with 3 de/<!.cls,front heating/or 15 sec 

Typical results arc shown in Figure 5.39 Wld Figure 5.40 

(0) 'i lot ' 1)(1(' .nor ko.tjn~ (b) Sho"ro~.al,hk 'frin~. patter'" 

Figu,"" S.39: fa) J RI"Y" .y.t.m; fb) Sh~"rugl .. phil· ,y.t.ol 

(b) Double bull·, ~ye .nor ""oJin~ 

Egu ... 5.40: (0) JlU S1·S sy.tem: (b) "h.al"Og • • phic Syst~Rl 
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Specimen: Helicopter blade ",ilk 9 defects,fronl kell/ing for.l sec 

Typical results are shown in Figure 5.41 and Figure 5.42 

(a) ' 11 ,,( spot' ~f(. ,' h.a(jn~ oUorn' 

(0) No 'hot .pot' I m.~. aft." rooliD~ (b) Double bull", e}'. anor <oolill~ 

Fig"r< 5, ~2: (0) IRIS\'S .y.tem: (b) Sh.arug,"phi~ ')'5iem 
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Specimen: Helicopter hillde wifh 9 "eft!d~,frollt Mil/il/gfor 10 sec 

Typical results are shown in Figure 5.43 and Figure 5.44 

(a) 'Ho' 'p"" aller b"~lin~ 

Fi~u", 5.4J: (0) IRIS\"S .)".Iem; (b) Sbearo~raphi< ,y,wm 

(b) Doubl. bull', .yo .ft.,· <oolin~ 

Fignr. 3. oW: (a) IIUSYS '~"'Iom; (0) S~.~'"Og' .. pbic _. y_. tom 
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Specimell: lIeficopter blade with 9 de/ects,/rolff heating/or 15 ~'ec 

Typical results arc sho\\n in Figure 5.45 and Figu"," 5.46 

(oj ' U O{ 'IIO{' aflor hoo{ill~ 

."iguro 5.45: (a) IRISYS s)·stom: (b) Shcorl>\:raphi< ,)·sto", 

(0) [\"0 'bot '1'0(' M{or <ooJln!! (b) [loublo bull', <) 0 oflor <ooljn~ 

Fi~ lI rc 5.46: (.j IRIS\ 'S syston,; (b) Shoaruj!r"I,hic s},sl<", 
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Spedml!n: lIelicopler blude wilh 9 defe<:t~',far ~'j(Je helllingfoT 5 SeC 

Typical results ure shown in Figure 5.47 and Figure 5.48 

(a) '1101 'JKI1' after hODting (b) ~h •• r<I~raplti< 'frin~o pattorn' 

H~u". 5. 47: (al TRISVS .)',tom: (b) Sh.aTl>g,-~pbic ,)'>f.m 

(ll) 1\0 '~ot '1IOf i",a~. aile," rooliu (b) Double bull', .y. afl.r c""lin~ 

Fi~u,.., S. 48: (a) I RISYS ,)"t.",: (b) Sb.arograpbic sl,tem 
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Specimen: IIdicopler blade wi/h 9 def"ds,far sid" healing for 10 sec 

Typical rCSlIllJj are shown in figure 5.49 and figure 5.50 

(al '!-Iut '1'",' aftn heali"g (b) Sh'.'Uj(mphi< 'rrillae pattern' 

Figu", 5A9 (a) I RISYS .)'.tem; (b) Sbe. rogr.phk sysfem 
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Specimen: Helicopter blade with 9 de/eels,/ar side healing/ar 15 sec 

Typical results are shown in FiJ,'lJre 5.51 and Figure 5.52 

Figu,.., S.Sl: (0) ITUSYS .y.te ... , (b) Sh<amg.ophk Iy.tn. 

(a) No 'kot 'pol" jJlla~e after ""oIiD~ (b) llo.bl< h"II ', eye aflcr <"oliu~ 

f·igu ... 3.32: (~) I IU SYS .'y.,lem; (b) Slu·urogmllilic .ysl~n. 
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5.1.3.6 Analysis of experiment no.5: IRT and Shearographic systems 

The results presented in figures 5.17 to 5.52 above clearly demonstrates that both 

techniques, that is, IRT and shearography, detect and show readily the location of defects 

in the composite materials. Moreover, the IRT images were not only indicating the 

position of the defect or flaw, but produced data concerning the temperature of the region 

of the defect in relation to the cooler surrounding material. 

The Shearographic system however, was exceptional in the display of the results. The 

system was not just as sensitive as IRT in responding to the radiant heat and readily 

displayed the image, but was also able to show the image much longer than the IRT 

system. This can be confirmed by the results presented above. In all the test results 

shown, Shearographic system showed the live fringes while IRT system had lost the 'hot 

spot'. 

It should also be mentioned that, the amount of heating of the specimen has a direct effect 

on the number of fringes observed in the shearogram, and therefore flaws that are closer 

to the surface would reveal more fringes and those far away from the inspection surface 

would exhibit less fringes. The IRT system is characterized by a brighter colour at the 

'hot spot' if more heat is applied. The distance at which the heat source is positioned, 

however, has also an influence on the outcome of the image produced. 

Another interesting observation made is that both techniques were able to detect the 

BVID in the UAV specimen instantly. This certainly confirms the sensitivity of the 

techniques in defect detection of BVID in composite materials of this nature. The 

shearographic system nevertheless, was more sensitive in the detection of BVID in the 

UAV specimen. While IRT system had given up the 'hot spot', shearographic system 

showed the presence of the defect by a "kink' in the fringes (see circled spot). In all the 

images shown in figures 5.18, 5.20 ... 5.28, there is a "kink" spot present which indicates 

the position of the defect. 
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Based on the observations made above, either of both techniques could be employed in 

the investigation of delaminations in composite materials and can complement one 

another for further evaluation. For example since shearography indicates surface strain in 

a given/chosen direction and the thennograms contain information regarding the surface 

temperature where the strain is exhibited, it could yield an evaluation of the surface 

thennal stresses. In this experiment, the Shearographic technique proved to be more 

sensitive than the IRT technique, that is, it continued to indicate the familiar double bull's 

eye long after the hot spot of the thermal imager had disappeared. 
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CONCLUSION 

An introductory comparative study of IR T and Shearography in the detection of flaws in 

some aircraft composite materials has been introduced in this thesis. It is evident from the 

literature survey presented as well as the experimental technique performed in this work 

that; both techniques are capable of detecting flaws and with reasonable sensitivity. The 

techniques are easy to use and provide quick detection of flaws. It should however, be 

mentioned that the success of a NDT particularly in aircraft components depends largely 

on the proper choice of a testing technique. For a complex component such as a 

composite structure on the aircraft it will be imperative to verify the results from any 

NDT method used by the results of another measurement technique. The aim of optical 

techniques such as Digital shearography or IRT is not to merely replace conventional 

methods but to offer a complementary way, the potential to gather data rapidly and cost

effectively in a NDT inspection program. 

The main focus of this work has been the feasibility of the quantification of defects in 

composite components using Digital shearography, an established imaging interface that 

allows real-time measurement of changes to a target surface. It offers fast detection of 

damage disbonds, porosity and delamination. It is thus considered as an essential tool for 

aircraft maintenance. It is easy to use and relies on a fairly simple interpretation of the 

fringe patterns. Shearogaphic results are not affected by surface conditions such as 

emissivity or paint, etc; therefore it requires no surface preparation. 

Quantification of defects in composite materials with IR T should be possible through 

temperature indication above the flaw on the surface of the material. 

It is not easy to derme which optical method is the best because there is no "winning 

technique" . 
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Appendix A 

Al Glossary of terms 

AI.I JAS 39 Gripen 

The Saab JAS 39 "Gripen" is a fighter aircraft manufactured by the Swedish aerospace 

company Saab. The designation 'JAS' stands for Jaclct (Air-to-Air), Attack (air-to

surface), and Spanning (Reconnaissance), indicating that the Gripen is a multirole aircraft 

that can fulfill different types of military missions. 

AI.2 Canard (French for duck) 

In aeronautics, canard is an airframe configuration of fixed-wing aircraft in which the tail 

plane is ahead of the main lifting surfaces, rather than behind them as in conventional 

aircraft, or when there is an additional small set of wings in front of the main lifting 

surface. 

A1.3 C-130 Hercules 

The C-130 Hercules is a four engine turboprop cargo aircraft and the main tactical air 

lifter for many military forces worldwide. It is manufactured by Lockheed Company. 

AI.4 Boeing 747(or B747) 

The B 747, four engine aircraft, commonly nicknamed the "Jumbo Jet," is a long-haul, 

wide body commercial airliner manufactured by Boeing. Known for its impressive size, it 

is among the world's most recognizable aircraft and can accommodate a range of 416 to 

524 passengers depending on the class oflayout used. The B747-400, the latest version in 

service, flies at high-subsonic speeds of mach 0.85(567mph or 913 km Ih), 

AI.S Boeing 787 (D787) 

The Boeing 787 Dream liner is an American mid-sized, wide body, twin engine Jet 

airliner currently in production by Boeing's Commercial Airplanes division and 

scheduled to enter service in May 2008. It will carry 210 and 310 passengers depending 

on variant and seating configuration. Boeing has stated that it will be more fuel-efficient 
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than earlier Boeing airliners. It will also be the ftrst major airliner to use composite 

material for most of its construction. Of course there are other aircrafts already using 

composite materials, but for B787, composite material win constitute about 50 %. 

Al.6 Airbus AlSO 

The Airbus A380 is a double-deck four engine airliner manufactured by EADS (Airbus 

S.A.S). It is the largest passenger airliner in the world. It provides seating for 525 people 

in standard three-class conftguration or up to 853 people in full economy class 

conftguration. The A380-800, the passenger model, is the largest passenger airliner in the 

world, superseding the Boeing 747. The A380-800F, the freighter model, is designed as 

one of the largest freight aircraft, with a listed payload capacity exceeded only by the 

"Antonov An-225". The A380-800 has a design range of 15,200 km, sufficient to fly 

from New York to Hong Kong non stop and the cruising speed of mach 0.85 (about 

900kmlh at cruise altitude.) 

Al. 7 F -22 Advanced tactical fighter 

The F-22 is a fifth generation fighter aircraft which uses fourth generation Stealth 

technology. 

Al.S C-141 

The C-141 star lifter was a military strategic air lifter in service with the United States 

Air force (USAF). 

Al.9 F-15 

The F-15, is an all weather strike fighter aircraft. 

Al.10 Cowling 

A removable cover or housing placed over or around an aircraft component or section, 

especially an engine. 
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A1.11 Flaps, leading edge 

Hinged section of the underside of the leading edge, which, when extended, reduces air 

flow separation over the top of the wing. Leading edge flaps are hinged at the leading 

edge of the airfoil. 

Al.l2 Stabilizer 

This is a fixed horizontal tail surface that serves to maintain stability around the lateral 

axis of an aircraft. 

Al.13 Vertical fin 

This is sometimes referred to as vertical stabilizer or fin. It is fixed to provide directional 

stability. The trailing edge is hinged to form the rudder. 

Al.l4 Rudder 

The rudder is the flight-control surface that controls aircraft movement about its vertical 

axis. It is constructed very much like other flight-control surfaces, with spars, ribs, and 

skin, and is mounted on the vertical fin 

A1.l5 Spoilers 

Spoilers are also caned lift dampers, and these are control surfaces used to reduce, or 

"spoil," the lift on a wing. Spoilers are located on the upper surface of the wings. 
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